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In this paper, the techniques developed in [9; 10] are applied to a study

of concrete realizations of the exceptional Lie algebras of classical types

£4 and £6 (see [8]) as Lie algebras of linear transformations of a split ex-

ceptional Jordan algebra 3. Except for fields of characteristic 2 and 3, the

interpretations of these Lie algebras given for characteristic zero by Chevalley

and Schäfer [3 ] are shown to carry over to arbitrary base fields. When several

more low characteristics are exempted from consideration (on the basis of a

failure of applicability of certain results on exponentials in [10]), the struc-

ture of the automorphism groups of these algebras is here determined in

terms of certain linear groups acting in 3. Some of the latter groups have

also been studied recently by Jacobson [6; 7], who has proved the simplicity

of a group here shown to be isomorphic to the group of invariant automor-

phisms of the Lie algebra in question (£4 or £6). The present paper also

demonstrates the simplicity of these groups, by showing that they can be

identified with groups whose simplicity has been proved by Chevalley [2].

1. Derivations of the split exceptional Jordan algebra. Let S be the split

Cayley algebra over a field % of characteristic 9£2, regarded as all matrices

of the form

where a, ßQ% and o, 6£S33(g), the space of triples of elements of rj, with

/a    a\/y    c\       /       ay + a-d ac + da — (b A d)\

\b   ß)\d    o)~\yb + ßd+(aAc) ß5 + b-c       )'

where x-y and x/\y are the usual scalar and vector products in 933(S), and

with the involution x—>x defined by

(a aV = ( ß ~a\

\b    ß)     ~ \-b      a)

[10]. Then (5 is an alternative algebra over g, and the symmetric bilinear

form (x, y) defined by (x, y)l = (xy+yx)/2 = (xy + 5»x)/2 is nondegenerate on
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<£. If we let ei=(l, 0, 0), e2=(0, 1, 0), e3 = (0, 0, 1) be the usual basis for

S53(S) and set

W< = C   o)'       M4+i=-2Co)' 1ÍÍÍ3,

M4 = C o)'       M8 = (o  2)'

then Mi, • • • , Mg is a basis for S, and the matrix for (x, y) relative to this

basis is

(-I-)-V 74 I  0 /

Thus the form (x, y) is of maximal Witt index, namely 4. The multiplication

table for the basis «i, • • • , «g in S is as follows, where first factors stand to

the left of rows, second factors at the head of columns:

U\              Uï              «3      Ut              «s      Un «7      u%

«i         0      j«7   —i«8    «1    —u%             0 0      0

Uï                          — J«7      0        \Ui               «2       0      —«8 0        0

«3                i«6      —1«6        0          7*8         0          0 —«8         0

«4              0         0         0         7<4        U6                     «6 Ul                     0

«6                    -2«4            0               0               0               0               4us -4tt2            2íí6

7*8                        0            -2«4            0               0            -4«j            0 4«i            2k„

«7                       0               0            — 2«4            0               4tt2        —4»i 0               2m7

«s                       2«i            2«2            2«3            0               0               0 0               2«s

We shall refer to the principle of triality: If T is a linear transformation

of 6 which is skew with respect to (x, y), then there are uniquely determined

skew transformations T*, 7^ such that for all x, yGS,

(1) (xy)T*=(xT)y + x(yT*).

(See, for example, [3; 4; 7], or Chapter IV of [l].)

If En are the usual (8 by 8) matrix units relative to the basis Mi, • • • , wg

of S, then 77, = £<t —£,+4,t+4 is skew, 1^=45=4. In the Cartan subalgebra ^

of the Lie algebra ©4, of all skew transformations of ©, spanned by these 77,-,

we find that </> and -p map ^ into itself, their matrices relative to the basis

T7i, • • • , T74 of § being:
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That these satisfy the fundamental relation  (1)  is verified by checking

(UjUk)Hf = (ujHi)uk+Uj(ukHf) for all u¡, uk, Hi.

Now let 3 be the 27-dimensional space over g of all 3 by 3 matrices of the

form

a =

an    Oi2    Ou

an   ati    a23

Öl3      Ö23     «33.

a,<£g, o<,-£S. With the composition o-6 = o6+6o, 3 is a Jordan algebra,

which we shall call the split exceptional Jordan algebra [7]. Here if o=(o,y)

and 6 = (6<y) are matrices with entries in S, the product 06 = (c,,) is defined

as usual by c,,= 23* aikbk¡, the multiplication of entries being that in S.

Let 8 be the Lie algebra of all derivations of 3, i.e., all linear transforma-

tions D of 3 over % such that (a-b)D = (aD) -b+a-(bD) for all a, 6£3- Then,

as usual, ID = 0, where I denotes the identity matrix. Next let

x = diag{l, 1,-1} £3, and let

xD

«11 Oi2 Oi3

Ol2 «22 023

Ô13      Ö23     «33

For economy of space, write o = diag{o!ii, a22, o^j+a^l, 2)+oi3(l, 3)

+023(2, 3). From x-x = I+I, we have 0 = 2(22?) = 2x-o = 4 diag{an, a22, «33}

+4oi2(l, 2), or an = «22 = 0:33 = 0, 012 = 0, and xD = au(l, 3) +a23(2, 3). Simi-

larly, if y = diag {1, -1,1} £3, 3^ = 612(1, 2)+623(2, 3), and x-y = 2x+2y-22

yields (x-y)D = (xD) ■y+x-(yD) = 2xD + 2yD, or 26u(l, 2)+2ou(l, 3)

= 2612(1, 2)+2ou(l, 3)+2(023+623)(2, 3), so that 623=-023. Writing ai2 in

place of 612, we see from diag {an, a22, a33) =(a22+a33)I/2 + (an — a22)y/2

+ (au — a33)x/2 that
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diag{an, «22, a33}D

(3) l
= — [(an — aa)au(l, 2) + (an — 0:33)013(1, 3) + (a22 — a33)a23(2, 3)],

where d]2, ai3, d23 are determined as above by xT> and yD.

Next let aE£, and let o(l, 2)D = diag{j8u, ft,, ß33}+bi2(l, 2)+6u(l, 3)
+623(2, 3). Since d(l, 2)-d(l, 2) = (d, d)(7+x), we find by computing

(a(l, 2)-d(l, 2))7> as 2o(l, 2)-(a(l, 2))7> and as (a, a)(I+x)D = (a, a)xD by

(3), that

(4) ßn + ß22 = 0; (a, d)di3 = 2dô23; (a, a)a23 = 2âb23; (a, bu) = 0.

Fromd(l, 2)-y = 0 we obtain a(l, 2)D-y+a(l, 2)-(yD)=0, so that one finds

1
(5) í3n = — (a, au);       ß33 = 0;       bn = —• dd23.

Fromd(l, 2)-x = 2d(l, 2), we find as above that b23 = âai3/2. If we set 2bi2 = aT,

7"G<5(S), the algebra of all linear transformations of E, we see from the con-

dition (a, 612) = 0 of (4) that (a, aT) = 0 for all dGS, hence that T is skew:

7G©4- Thus we have

d(l, 2)7?

(6) 1   r I 1
= — [(a, au) diag{ -1, 1, 0} + (a7)(l, 2) + (dd23)(l, 3) + (0au)(2, 3)],

where 7G£>4, and where di2, di3, an are as in (3). Similarly, we have

d(l, 3)7>

(7) 1  r
= y [(a, an) diag{ -1, 0, l} - (dd23)(l, 2) + (aU)(l, 3) + (äi2a)(2, 3)],

a(2,3)D

(S) 1
= — [(a, a23) diag{0, -1, l} - (d13d)(l, 2) - (d12d)(l, 3) + (dF)(2, 3)]

where U, FG®4- In particular we note that D maps 3 into the subspace

3' of matrices of trace zero.

Now from d(l, 2)-&(2, 3) = (ab)(l, 3) we obtain a(l, 2)D-b(2, 3)+d(l, 2)

•6(2, 3)D = (ab)(l, 3)77. Computing and comparing entries in the (1, 3)-

positions yields (ab)U=(aT)b+a(bV) for all a, 6GS. That is, F= T*, U= 7>,

where <j> and ■p are the automorphisms of ©4 given in the principle of triality.

Thus D is completely determined by the parameters di2, di3, d23GS, and by

rG®4- Hence the dimension of 8 does not exceed 3-8+28 = 52.

The mapping D—*(aï2, a«, a23, T) is linear from g into E©(S©(5©©4, and
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is one-one. As in §6 of [l0], to show it is onto we need only show that if for

O12, On, o23£S, ££©4, we define a linear transformation D of 3 by

(diag{/3n, ,822, ,833} + 612(1, 2) + 613(1, 3) + 623(2, 3))D

— — [diag{ —2(6i2, 012) — 2(613, 013), 2(612, 012) — 2(623, 023), 2(613, 013)

(9)
+ 2(623, 023)} + ((ßu — ßti)au — 613CÏ23 — 013623 + 6i2r)(l, 2)

+ ((/Su - ßn)ai3 + bi2a23 - 012623 + 6i«r*)(l, 3)

+ ((022 - 033)023 + 612O13 + Ô12613 + b23T*)(2, 3)],

then D is a derivation of 3- This follows by a rather lengthy calculation

which becomes straightforward when the identities in S noted below are used :

(S is an alternative algebra, i.e., a(ab)=a2b, (ab)b = ab2 for all a, 6£S. If

we define A (a, 6, c) = (ab)c—a(bc), it follows by polarization of the above that

A(a, 6, c)= —.4(6, a, c) = —A(a, c, b), so that A (a, 6, c) is an alternating func-

tion of its arguments. For the scalar product in S it follows that (a, be)

= (ac, b) = (ba, c), and that 2(o, b)c — b(âc)—a(bc) = (ah)c — a(bc) + (bâ)c — b(âc)

= A(a, b, c)+A(b, a, c)=A(a, 5, c)—A(d, 6, c)=A(a, (5+6), c)—A(a, b, c)

—A((d+a), b, c)+A(a, 6, c) = 0, since 6+6 and ä+a are in g-1. By a similar

argument one obtains the second of the two equations

(10) 2(o, 6)c = a(bc) + b(dc),       2(a, b)c = (co)5 + (cb)d.

The two identities that require further discussion are

(11) (ab)T = a(bT*)- + (aT*)b,        (ba) T* = (bT)~a + b~(aT*)

for all a, 6£S, and for all ££3)4. These are linear in 6. First let 6=X1, X£u:;

then they become Xo£=Xo(l£*)-+X(o£*)l and Xa£*=X(l£)-o+Xl(o£*).

From the fact that T and T* are skew, we have (1, 1£)=0=(1, 1£*), or

l(l£)-+(l£)ï = 0 = l(ir*)-+(ir*)ï, i.e., (l£)-=-l£, (l£*)-=-l£+.
Thus the desired identities become Xo£= —Xa(l£*)+Xo£* and Xo£*

= -X(l£)o+Xo£*. These now follow from aT*=(al)T*= (aT)l+a(lT*)

= o£+o(l£*) and aT+=(la)T*=(lT)a+l(aT*) = (ir)a+o£*, respectively.

Next let 6£®', the space of elements of trace zero in S; since the form

(x, y) is nondegenerate on S and since Ë' is the orthogonal complement of

the nonisotropic subspace $1 with respect to this form, we may assume that

6 runs through a basis for Ê' consisting of elements 6 with (6, 6) ¿¿0. It remains

only to prove (11) when 6 is of this form. Then we have (6, 6)1 = 66 = 66 = 51

9*0, ßQ%, and 0 = 6+6 = (1, 6), b2=-bl=-ßl. Thus we must verify

(12) -(o6)£ = a(bT*)~ - (oT*)b,       -(ba)T* = (bT)~a - b(aT+)

for such 6. We know that -ßaT*= (ab2) T* = ((06)6) T* = ((ab) T)b + (ab) (bT*),

and that -ßaT*=(b(ba))T*=(bT)(ba)+b((ba)T*). Multiplying the former
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of these equations on the right by b and the second on the left by b gives

-ß(ab)T + ((ab)(bT*))b = - ß(aT*)b,

b((bT)(ba)) - ß(ba)T* = - ßb(oT*).

Now (ab)(bT*) = A(a, b, bT*) + a(b(bT*)) = - A(a, bT*, b) - a(h(bT*))
= A(a, (bT*)~, b) - a(2(b, bT*) - (bT*)~b), and (bT)(ba) = - A(bT, b, a)
+ ((bT)b)a=-A(b, (bT)~, a)-(2(bT, b)-b(bT)~)a. Since T and T* are
skew, (b, bT)=0 = (b, bT*), and we have (ab)(bT*) = (a(bT*)-)b-a((bT*)~b)
+ a((bT*)~b) = (a(bT*)~)b, (bT)(ba) = -(b(bT)-)a + b((bT)~a) + (b(bT)~)a
= b((bT)-a); substituting in (13) gives -ß(ab)T+((a(bT*)~)b)b=-ß(aT*)b

and b(b((bT)-a))-ß(ba)T*=-ßb(aT*). From the alternative identities,

-ß(ab)T-ßa(bT*)-=-ß(aT*)b and -ß(bT)~a-ß(ba)T*= -ßb(aiy). The

identities (12) are now immediate.

Thus we can identify 2 with S © fë © fë © 3)4 as above. Let D = (di2, di3, d23, T),

E = (bu, o«, 2>23, 77) be derivations of 3, in this identification. Computing the

effect of [DE] on x y, and o(l, 2) as above yields for [DE] = (ci2, Ci3, c23, V),

cu = — (di2Z7 — buT — ai3h23 + bi3d23),

1
en = — (ai3U* — bnT* — b12a23 + anb23),

(14) 1
¿23 = — (d23tT* — b23T* + bnan — âiibn),

aV = — (4(d, ¿>i2)di2 — 4(d, 012)612 — (dd23)523 + (d623)d23

— ch3(di3d) + di3(5i3d) + a[TU]), d G S.

The subspace ^ of 8 spanned by the derivations 2(0, 0, 0, T7,)=Ä,-,

l^î'^4, is thus a commutative subalgebra of ?. From our computation of

77f, 77f, it follows that ^ is also spanned by the elements 2(0, 0, 0, 77?) and

is spanned by the 2(0, 0, 0, 77f). Moreover we have

(    SfÁUj, 0,0, 0),
[(My, 0, 0, 0), hi] = (ujHi, 0, 0, 0) =   \

(.-5¿,y_4(My, 0,0,0),

5,y(My, 0,0,0), ÍSíySS4,

5SSÍ-S8.

If we define ßjE§*, 1 ájá4, by &(*<) = Sif, 1 á«S4, then for each AG© we

have

[(My, 0, 0, 0), h]  = /?y(Â)(My, 0, 0, 0), 1 * j ?g 4,

[(My+4, 0, 0, 0), h]  =   - ßj(h)(Uj+i, 0, 0, 0), 1 S j «g 4.
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We also have [(0, uh 0,0), h¿ = (0, UjHf, 0,0), [( 0,0, u¡, 0), ht] = (0,0, ujHf, 0),
l^j^8, so that if we define 06, • • • , ßuQ$* by ßi+t(hi) = (-l/2)+&ij,

lájá4, 1^^4;ft+8(Ä,) = (-l/2)+o,y, l^i,jre3,ßJ+s(hi) = l/2, 1ÚJÚ3,
ßn(hi) = -1/2, 1 á*^4, then it follows by (2) that for all A£$,

1 è j Û 4;

láiá4.

, 024 in §* and

±024- If 13 aj
gl8,wehave0y(A<) = Smi-S„i, l^w<«á4;forl9áiá24,0y(A,)=-5m<-Sn<,
1^ot<m^4, l^ig4. Here Truns through the transformations£i,—£y+4,<+4,

lgi, j^4; £,,,+4 —£yii+4; £i+4,y — £,+4,», l^i<jû1, where the £m„ are 8 by

8 matrix units relative to the basis Ui, • • ■ , u& oí 6. For example, with

£=Ei6 —£26, (0, 0, 0, T) belongs to the function 0 with 0(A¿) = — ou — ô2i, and

(0, 0, 0, £62-£6i) to the function -0.

We assume now that the characteristic of % is neither 2 nor 3. The

±0i, 1=2^24, are 48 distinct nonzero linear functions on S¿> such that for

each 0, there is a nonzero ea£8 such that [eph] =ß(h)eß for all ä£§. If we set

Sa = \5eß f°r each such 0, then the 8a are independent, and the 8a, together with

§, are also independent. Thus 2 = &+ />3a 8a, a vector space direct sum. It

follows as in §6 of [lO] that § is an abelian Cartan subalgebra of 8, with re-

spect to which the ±0,- are roots. The roots 0 span ¿p*, since 0i, • • • , 04

already do so. Now it follows as in §6 of [lO] that the center of 8 is zero.

Evidently 8a Ç [88] for each root 0; also §Ç [88], since ¿p is spanned by the

[e_sea] for 0 among 013, • ■ • , 024. Thus 8 is seen to satisfy the postulates of

[8], except possibly for (iv) and (v). For 0 among ±0i3, ■ ■ • , ±0is, the fact

that [8_a8fl]?i0 follows from (14), (18), and [£jy-£y+4,,+4, £,,—£i+4,y+4]

= £¿l-£yy+£y+4,y+4-£,+4,,+4, l^i, j^4; for 0 among ±0«, • • • , +024, it

follows from (14), (18), and [£,-,y+4-£y,í+4, £y+4,¿-£;+4.y]=£,¿+£yy-£,+4,i+4

-Fj+i.i+i, láí,i^4, »Vj.

For 0 among +0i, • • • , ±04, it follows from (14) that

[(m, 0, 0, 0), (ui+i, 0, 0, 0)] = (0, 0, 0, F), 1 ú i Ú 4,

where oF=2(o, mí+4)m, —2(o, Ui)ui+i; thus uiV=2ui9i0, and [8-a8á]^0. For

0 among ±06, • • • , ±08, we have for l^î'g4, [(0, «,-, 0, 0), (0, ui+i, 0, 0)]

= (0,  0, 0,   V), where aV= (m,(mj+4o)/2 — ui+i(üio)).  If l^i^3, it follows

[(0, «y, 0,0 ), h] = 0y+4(A)(O, «y, 0, 0),

[(0, »y+4, 0, 0), h]  =   - ßj+i(h)(0, «y+4, 0, 0),

[(0, 0, Uj, 0), h]  = ßj+i(h)(0, 0, My, 0),
(17)

[(0, 0, «y+4, 0), h]  =   - ft+8(A)(0, 0, »y+4, 0),

From observation of the formula for Fin (14), we find 0i3, • • •

24 nonzero elements TQT>4 such that for all hQ!ç,

(18) [(0, 0, 0, T), h] = ß(h)(0, 0, 0, T),

where, for the various values of T, 0 runs through + 0i3, • • • ,
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from the table on page 287 and the fact that m¿ = —m,-, m,+4 = — m,+4, that

M8F= — m,m,+4 = m8, so Vy^O. If 4 = 4, then m4 = m8/2, m8 = 2m4, and MiF

= — MgMi/2= —Mi, so Vj^O. Thus [8-08/,] 5^0 for these values of ß. A similar

argument applies for ß among ±ßo, • • ■ , ±ßn. Hence all [8-/380] are one-

dimensional, and (iv) of [8] is satisfied.

Now the roots au defined as the root to which (0, 0, 0, E32 — Eg,) belongs;

«2, the root to which (0, 0, 0, Ei6—E2b) belongs; a3 = ß\; a4= —ßs form a basis

for £>*, and the totality of roots are: ±ait 1^4^4; ± (a,+a,+i), 1^4g3;

±(ai+ai+i+ai+2), 4=1, 2; ±(ai+a2+a3+a4); ±(ca+2a3); ±(ai+a2+2a3);

±(a2+2a3+a4); ±(a2+2a3+2o;4); ±(ai + 2a2 + 2û:3); ±(ai+a2 + 2a3+a4);

± (ai + a2 + 2a3 + 2a4) ; ± (ai + 2a2 + 2a3 +at); ± («i + 2a2 + 2a3 + 2a4) ;

± («i + 2a2 + 3a3 + a4) ; ± (0:1 + 2a2 + 3a3 + 2ou) ; ± («i + 2a2 + 4a3 + 2a4) ;

±(ai+3a2+4a3+2a4); ±(2ai+3a:2+4a!3+2û!4). Since the characteristic of S

is not 2 or 3, it follows by inspection of this list that not all a+kß can be roots

(or zero) for any nonzero root ß, and also that ai, a2, a3, a4 form a fundamental

system of roots relative to ^p in the sense of [8]. This system is of type £4, as

is seen from the above. Thus all axioms (i)-(v) of [8] are satisfied, and by

Theorem 8 of [8], 8 is (normal) simple and is a representative of the iso-

morphism class £4 of [8]. In combination with Theorem 9 of [8], this reason-

ing gives the following theorem :

Theorem 1. The Lie algebra 8 of derivations of the split exceptional Jordan

algebra 3 is a simple Lie algebra of classical type £4 over the field S of character-

istic 7^2, 3. Every Lie algebra of classical type over S with a fundamental system

of roots of type £4 4's isomorphic to 8.

2. The enveloping algebra of 8 in 3'- If we let «i, ■ • • , «s be our basis

for S, then every element of S4, acting in 6, has as matrix relative to this

basis a matrix of the form

(v)/   (i)       (v)  \

\ (r)  -(&' r

where (£), (>?), (f) are 4 by 4 matrices with (77)' = — (7?), (£)'= — (?)• One veri-

fies directly that the images of this element under the triality automorphisms

fa \h are

\   (y)    -(a)' )(7)     -(a)'

w_«_
GO   -GO'

*   /J5LL»A
V  GO   -GO'/

where
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il

M-

(fil- Î22 — Î38 + Î«)

ÍI1

£.1

■ (-£ll+Î22-{33+î«)

1

£13

(-£n-£a+fo+Í44)

— 2,u

— 2,24

— 2,34

1
■f«

1
y?" -y tei+fe+íis+í««)

W-

(19)

(m) =

2

£43      0

1 1 1
-— £í3 — £«-— í"23

2 4

1
-y £,.     - fu

(7)-

0 2£s4    —2£2. -4t)2

""T (£ll —£22 —£83 —£44) £ll

£21

£31

£41

W =

1

1

4

1        1
-r fí4     — fu      0
4 4

— (—£n+£22—£33—£44)

£32

£42

1 1
T f" —T ?»
4 4

1 1
—"7" fu ~T fi

4 4

1
-- f„

(p) =

-2£34       0

2£24   -2fe,

4,23      — 4,1;

£l3

£23

■ (-£..-£22+£33-£44)

£43

0 -4,3

4,34 0

— 47/24 4,1,

2£i4      4i;i3

0       -4-ju

47,12 0

£14

£>4

£>4

— (—£ll —£22 —£33+£44)

4,24      —4,23

"4,14 4,13

0       -4,,2

4,2 -4,13      4,1 o

Using the uniqueness of X* and X*, these assertions are readily checked by

seeing that for each pair of basis elements m,-, My, (uíU¡)X* = (uíX)uj+Uí(u¡X*).

Let Wi = diag{1, — 1, 0}, w2 = diag{0, 1, — l}. Then wu w2 and the a(j, k),

1 èj<k^3, dGS, span the space 3'- Since 8 maps 3' into 3' and 7 into 0,

we may identify 8 with its restriction to 3'- In this sense, we have

Lemma 1. 84 = S(30, the full algebra of linear transformations of 3'.

To prove the lemma, we first observe the effect on a general element of

3' of our basis for 8. Thus if d=aiWi +a2w2+di2(l, 2)+di3(l, 3)+d23(2, 3), we

have
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a(ui, 0, 0, 0) = - (an, ut)wi + — (2«i - «2)«<(1, 2) - — (uiai3)(l, 3)

1
+ — (üiai3)(2,3);

1 1
a(0, u¡, 0, 0) = - (an, u,)(wi + wt) - — (uidn)(l, 2) + —- («i + a2)«,(l, 3)

(20) 1
+ — (âi2u,)(2,3);

o(0, 0, u{, 0) = - (023, Ui)wt-(oi3«d(l, 2) + — (oi2«i)(l, 3)
2 2

1
+ —(2«2- ai)ui(2,3); 1 I i á 8,

and

1 1 1
o(0, 0, 0, T) - — (auT)(l, 2) + — (anT*)(l, 3) + - (a23T*)(2, 3), T Q J)4.

From the first three of (20), we see that a(uit 0, 0, 0)2= — (am m,)mj(1, 2),

o(0, Ui, 0, 0)2= -(o13, «¿)«<(l, 3), a(0, 0, u„ 0)2=-(a23, m,)m,(2, 3), lá*á«.

Thus if we denote by E(v, w) the matrix unit sending the basis vector v into

the vector w of the same fixed basis, and all other basis vectors into 0, it

follows that 82 contains

,   . E(ui(j,k),Ui+i(j,k));       E(ui+t(j,k),Ui(j,k)),

I Zj <k£3, 1 á*á 4.

Now a(ui, 0, 0, 0)2(tty, 0, 0, 0) = (oi2, «,)(«,-, «y)wi, which yields for j' = 4

or j = i — 4 the result that 8* contains each £(w,-(l, 2), Wi), 1 ̂ ¿^8. This and

the analogue for (0, «,-, 0, 0)2(0, u¡, 0, 0) and for (0, 0, w¿, 0)2(0, 0, My, 0) show

that 83 contains all

£(m,(1, 2), »O,    £(«¿(1, 3), wi) + £(m,(1, 3), wt),    £(«,(2, 3), w2),

1 á * á 8.

For 1 ̂ ¿^4, we denote by C(i) the set of all J9ii, 1 ̂ j'^4, and the integer

t+4, and by D(i) the complement of C(i) in 1, 2, •• -, 8. For 5^î^8, we

set C(îO =D(i-i), D(i) = C(i-4). Let C'(i) = {C(t), 8} - {4}, 1 ¿i^3, C'(4)
= {1, 2, 3, 4}, and let D'(i) be the complement of C'(i), 1 Ui^4; for S áí'^8,

set C'(i)=D'(i-i), D'(i) = C'(i-4). Then left multiplication by m,-, î^4, 8,

maps the subspace of (5 spanned by the u¡,jQC(i), onto the subspace spanned

by the My, jQD(i), and the latter subspace onto 0. Let multiplication by
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m,-, 7 = 4, 8, map the subspace spanned by the My, jEC(i), onto 0, and the

subspace spanned by the My, jED(i), onto itself; moreover vectors of this

basis are sent onto scalar multiples of vectors of this basis for every i, 1 g i ^ 8.

Similarly, right multiplication by uit i?±4, 8, sends the span of the u¡,jEC'(i),

onto the span of the My, jED'(i), and the latter onto zero; for 4 = 4, 8, the

span of the My, jEC'(i), is mapped onto itself and the remaining My go into

zero.

Now computing (m,-, 0, 0, 0)2(0, My, 0, 0), we see that a goes into

— (»i2, ul)(üiUj)(2, 3)/2. Since the first factor (m,-, 0, 0, 0)2 is essentially a

matrix unit £(m¡±4(1, 2), «,-(1, 2)), we see that for 4V4, 8, where m,= —m„ our

transformation is 0 if jED(i), and for/GC(0 yields in 83 the matrix units

£(m,±4(1, 2), uk(2, 3)), kED(i), i.e., the £(m,(1, 2), «»(2, 3)), kEC(i). For

4 = 4, 8, m¿ = Xm,±4,0?íXGS,yieldingin83all£(Ml±4(l, 2),Mt(2,3)), JfeG7>(4±4);
thus 83 contains all

£(m,(1, 2), My(2, 3)),     / G C(i),                  1 = i Ú 8, i * 4, 8;

£(m,(1, 2), My(2, 3)),     j E ö(i), 7 = 4, 8.

Similarly from (ut, 0, 0, 0)2(0, 0, My, 0)G83, we have in 83

(24)                                £(m¿(1, 2), My(l, 3)),       j E C(í), 1 á ♦ á 8.

From (0, m,-, 0, 0)2(My, 0, 0, 0), (0, m,-, 0, 0)2(0, 0, u¡, 0), (0, 0, m,-, 0)2(My, 0, 0, 0),

(0, 0, m,-, 0)2(0, My, 0, 0), we have in 83:

£(m,(1, 3), My(2, 3)), j E C'(Í), Í9¿4,8;

E(Ui(l, 3), My(2, 3)), j E D'(i), 4 = 4, 8;

£(m,(1, 3), My(l, 2)), / G C(i), láfáS;

£(m,(2, 3), My(l, 3)), j E C'(Í), i * 4, 8;

£(«,•(2, 3), My(l, 3)), j E D'(ï), i = 4, 8;

£(«,(2, 3), My(l, 2)), ; G C'(i), 1 á i £ 8.

From following (m,-, 0, 0, O)2, (0, m,-, 0, O)2, (0, 0, m,-, O)2 by suitable (0, 0, 0, T),

where T is selected from the basis for 2)4 used in §1, we find that 83 also con-

tains all

(26) £(«<(/, k), Um(j, k)), m * i, 1 g i, m g 8, 1 rg j < k g 3.

Furthermore, from (m,±4, 0, 0, 0)(m,-, 0, 0, 0)2, (0, m,±4, 0, 0)(0, m,-, 0, 0)2,

(0, 0, m,±4, 0)(0, 0, m,-, 0)2, we find in 83 the following:

2E(wi, Ui(l, 2)) - E(w2, m,(1, 2)),   E(wi, Ui(l, 3)) + E(w2, m,(1, 3)),

£(7t>!, m,(2, 3)) - 2E(w2, M,) (2, 3)), 1 = i = 8.

Now we show that E(v, w)G84 for all basis vectors v, w for 3'- Since

£(«.(/, k), ui±i(j, fe))G82 by (21), it follows that £(m.-<j, k), uf(j, k))E%*;
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combined with (26) and the fact that 8 = [88 ] Ç82, this yields E(ui(j, k) ,um(j, k))

£84 for all i, m, l^i,m^8, and for 1 %j<k^3. Following the elements (23),

(24), (25) by suitable (0, 0, 0, T), ££©4, yields in 84 all E(Ui(j, k), um(j', k')),
l^i,m^S, lèj<k^3, l^j'<k'ú3. Next, following an £(m,(1, 2), m,(1, 3))

£83 by (0, My±4, 0, 0) gives E(Ui(l, 2), Wi)+E(u,(l, 2), w2)£84. Since

£(m,(1, 2), Wi)£83Ç84 by (22), we have £(w,(l, 2), w2)£84. Similarly, all

£(m,-(1, 3), Wi) and all £(m,-(1, 3), w2) are in 84, as well as all E(u{(2, 3), Wi);

all £(m¿(2, 3), w2) are in 83Ç84.

It remains to show that E(wm, i»)£84, m = l, 2, for all basis vectors v.

by using the fact that for each k, there are an i and a j such that uk(2, 3)

=Xm,(1, 2)(0, My, 0, 0), X£g, we can follow 2E(wh m,(1, 2)) -E(w2, m,(1, 2))

£83 by X-J(0, wy, 0, 0) to obtain 2E(wi, uk(2, 3)) -E(w2, uk(2, 3))£84 for all k.

Combined with (27), this yields E(wn, m,(2, 3))£84, n = l, 2, l^i^S,. Simi-
larly we see that all E(wn, Ui(j, k))Q24. Following the first element in (27) by

(ui±i, 0, 0, 0), the second by (0, ui±i, 0, 0), the third by (0, 0, m<±4, 0) yields,
respectively, 2£(wi, Wi) — E(w2, Wi), E(wx, w2) + E(w2, w2) + E(wit Wi)

+E(w2, Wi), E(wu w2)—2E(w2, w2)£84. Finally, computing (uu 0, 0, 0)

•(0, u2, 0, 0)(0, 0, m3, 0)£83Ç84 yields in 84 a linear combination of matrix

units other than E(wit wj) together with a term in 2E(wu w2)—E(w2, w2);

together with the above, this shows all E(w„ w,)£84, i,j— 1, 2, and completes

the proof of the lemma.

Now we know that if ££8a for some a^O, then (ad 2?)3 = 0; combining

this fact with the result 84 = (S(3') of Lemma 1 and with Lemma 1 of [10],

we know that since D is nilpotent (see [lO]), £9 = 2)4(3~1)+1=0 on 3'- Since

72? = 0.we have £9 = 0 for all elements D of all root-spaces 8«, a9*0, relative

to standard Cartan subalgebras of 8. We shall need the results of §1 of [lO]

which are valid when £>2_1(l,+1) =0, where p is the characteristic of % (if

py^O). Thus we assume in the sequel that the characteristic of % is either

zero or a prime p> 13.

3. Automorphisms of the derivation algebra. Now the mappings exp(2?)

of 3, for D as in the last paragraph, are automorphisms of 3, and for XQ%,

X exp(ad(D)) = (exp D)~1X(exp D)=A~lXA, A an automorphism of 3 [10].

The group 0(8) of invariant automorphisms [9; 10] is generated by such

mappings X-^A~lXA, where A is an automorphism of 3- Conversely, if A is

an automorphism of 3, the mapping X—*A~*XA is an automorphism of 8.

If A is an automorphism of 3 then 2^4 = I, and 38^4 = S'A, since 38^3'

and 3' = 3'84; but 38¿ = 3048¿-'M = 3^8; since 3^8Ç3', we have
3'4Ç3', so that 3'^ = 3'- Thus if X=A~'XA for ¿£2i(3), the group of
automorphisms of 3, and for all -X"£8, we see from Lemma 1 that A \ 3' is

scalar, so that 2^4=7, x.4 =Xx for all x£3'- Thus (wi-w2)A=WiA-WiA

= r\2Wi-w2. But Wi-w2 = 2(wi—w2 — I)/3, so (wi-w2)A =2(Xwi—\w2—7)/3

= 2\2(wi—Wt — I)/3; hence X2=X and X2= 1; thus X = 1, and A =7.

Hence the mapping sending A £ 21(3) onto the automorphism Iy.X
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—>A~lXA of 8 is one-one and an isomorphism of 21(3) into 21(8). In the alge-

braically closed case, every automorphism of 8 is an invariant automorphism

[9], hence of the form X—>A~JXA, -4G2l(3)> and the mapping .4—»7^ is an

isomorphism of 21(3) onto 21(8). As in the case of G2 in [lO] we can show

that this result remains valid even if S is not algebraically closed. Namely:

If $ is the algebraic closure of S, then 3* is the split exceptional Jordan

algebra over $, and 8« is the derivation algebra of 3*- If f is an automor-

phism of 8, cr has a unique extension to an automorphism of 8«; hence we

have, for this extension a, X'=A~lXA for some -4G2l(3*)> all -X"G8«. In

particular, this relation holds for all XG8. Thus there is a nonsingular linear

transformation £ of 3 such that X' = B~XXB for all XE% [ll]. Now B maps

3' into 3', since 3'8 = 3' = 38 implies 3'£ = 3'8£ = $'B(B~lW) = 3'£8Ç38
= 3'. Since 84 = @(30, (8«)4 = <S(3») ; now A~lBtt maps 3a into 3« and com-

mutes elementwise with 8p, so that ^4_1£j»=X7 on 3«, XG$, or Ba=~kA,

05¿AG$. But m7(1, 3)5/2 = («i(l, 2)««,(2, 3))£=X(mi(1, 2)-m2(2, 3))A

=X(mi(1, 2M)-(m2(2, 3)í4)=X-*(«i(1, 2)£)-(m2(2, 3)B), so that XGS, A\ 3'
G®(30, and A = Cx, CG2l(3). Thus we have X' = Cr^XC, CG21 (3). As above
C~1XC = X for all XE% only if C = I. Thus the mapping A—>Ia is again an

isomorphism of 21(3) onto 21(8).

Theorem 2. Except when % is of prime characteristic between 2 and 13, the

mapping A-^Ia which assigns to the automorphism A of the split exceptional

Jordan algebra 3 over S the automorphism X—>A~1XA of the Lie algebra 8 of

derivations of 3 is an isomorphism of the full automorphism group 21(3) of 3

<97î/o the full automorphism group of 8.

4. Invariant automorphisms and the group of Chevalley. The group G' of

Chevalley formed over S from a complex Lie algebra of type £4 may be re-

garded as acting in 8 via the mappings exp(X ad(X)), where X runs through

a complete set of root-vectors relative to a fixed standard Cartan subalgebra

^ of 8, the fundamental system of roots relative to § being of type £4 (see

[2; 10]). By Theorem 9 of [8], there is an automorphism cr of 8 mapping the

Cartan subalgebra $1 of 8 spanned by the &,-, 1 ̂ 7^4, onto §, and the root-

vectors relative to §1, as listed above, onto those relative to ¡Q. We have

X'=A-1XA, ¿G2l(3). Now (ad(J*T'))3 = 0 and (**)• = 0 by §2, where X
runs through the root-vectors relative to §1, so that YexpÇk ad(X°))

= (exp(XX'))_1F(exp(XX")) for all FG8, and G' is the isomorphic image un-

der B—*Ib of the subgroup © of 21(3) generated by all expÇKX"). The group

A®A~l is the subgroup of 21(3) generated by all exp(X-ST), where X runs

through the root-vectors relative to §1. We show A&A~i = ^L(^). Then it

follows that ® = 2I(3), and that G'= 21(8)^21(3)- Since the group ¿(8) of
invariant automorphisms of 8 contains G', it follows that G'=4(8) =21(8)

=21(3)- (The fact that 21(3) is simple, proved by Jacobson [7], coupled with

the fact that 4(8) is a normal subgroup of 21(8), shows that 4(8) = 21(8)

—21(3), but our result is somewhat sharper and, combined with Chevalley's
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proof of the simplicity of G', gives another proof of the simplicity of 21(3)-)

We first investigate the effects of all exp(Xea), where ea runs through

2(m„ 0, 0, 0), 2(0, Uf, 0, 0), 2(0, 0, ut, 0), and 2(0, 0, 0, T), belonging to the
roots +01, • • • , +024 relative to Qx: With 6 = diag{0i, 02, 03}+6i2(l, 2)
+6i3(l, 3)+623(2, 3), we have

b exp(2X(Mi, 0, 0, 0)) = 6 + \[diag{ -2(6i2, m<), 2(6i2) «,), 0}

+ (0i - 02)«,(1, 2) - (Uib23)(l, 3) + (ûibn)(2,3)]

- 2\2(bu,Ui)ui(l,2);

b exp(2X(0, ut, 0, 0)) = 6 + X[diag{ -2(613, »«), 0, 2(6i3, m<)}

- (mí623)(1, 2) + (0! - 03)wi(l,3) + (6i2M<)(2,3)]
(28)

-2X2(6i3,«,)Mi(l,3);

6 exp(2X(0, 0, ut, 0)) = 6 + X[diag{0, -2(623, u,), 2(623, «<)}

- (6i3Md(l, 2) + (6i2«,)(l, 3) + (02 - 03)m,(2, 3)]

- 2X2(623,m,)m,(2,3);

6 exp(2X(0, 0, 0, T)) = 6 + A[(6i2r)(l, 2) + (6i32V)(l,3) + (623r*)(2,3)].

Now let ££21(3)- We show that by a succession of right multiplications

of B by transformations (28), B can be converted into the identity. Since the

transformations (28) generate A®A~1, it will follow that BQA&A-1, so

that A® A^1 = %($), as asserted.

Now B sends mx(1, 2) into Mi(l, 2)£ = c = diag{7U, 722, 733}+Ci2(l, 2)

+c13(l, 3)+c23(2, 3). We first show that when ci2 is written in terms of the

basis {ui} of 6, we may assume that the coefficient ai of «i is 1. Suppose first

that aÍ9é0. Then choose X so that, if a2 is the coefficient of m2 in Ci2, \ai+a29*0,

and follow B by exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £i2—£05)); the new automorphism sends

Mi(l, 2) into an element of 3 having in the (1, 2)-position aiM1 + (a2+Xal)M2

+ • • • , a2+\ai9£0, and is in A®A~l if and only if B is; thus we may assume

a29*0 in B. But then if we follow B by exp(2(l-ai)o2~1(0, 0, 0, £2i-£M)) we

obtain in the (1, 2)-positiôn (ai + (l— ai)a2_1a2)wi+ • • • =Mi+ • • • , i.e.,

ai= 1 as desired. Thus we may assume ci2 has the desired form unless «i = a2

= 0. If a„ the coefficient of «,- in C12, is nonzero for i among 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, a

similar procedure can be used to make ai = l. If all these are zero, and if

as9*0, a combination of two of the types exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £)) can be used to

make ai = l. Thus we need only treat the case where ci2 = 0. If Cw^O then

for some i, Cnüi^O, so that following B by exp(2(0, 0, uit 0)) makes c^^O,

and we can proceed as before to make ai=l. Similarly, for c^^O we use a

suitable exp(2(0, m<, 0, 0)). Thus we may assume ci2 = Ci3 = c23 = 0. Now, not

both of 711—722,711—733 are zero, since this implies 711=722=733, and «i(l, 2)£

has trace 37ii^0 unless M!(l, 2)£=0. But«i(l, 2)23£3', so that Wi(l, 2)23 = 0,
a contradiction to the assumption that B was an automorphism. Thus if
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711—722^0, we follow B by exp(2(M,-, 0, 0, 0)) for any 4 to obtain Ciü^O; if

711 — 722 = 0 then 711 — 733^0, and following B by exp(2(0, m„ 0, 0)) makes

Cn^O. In either case the reduction to «i= 1 can now be made as before. Thus

we may assume ou= 1 in B.

Next we show that we may assume «i(l, 2)£ =Mi(l, 2). First of all, follow

B by exp(2X,(0, m,-, 0, 0)), 4'GC(1), adding to ci2 the element —X,m,c23, in

which the coefficient of Mi is zero. Thus «1= 1 stays fixed, and suitable choice

of the X,- makes the coefficient of My in c23 into 0 for all jED(l) : c23—>C23+X,ci2m,-.

Similarly, follow the new B by exp(2X,(0, 0, ui} 0)), iEC(l); then the form

of C23 obtained above is unchanged, as is the property ai= 1, and with suitable

choice of the X,-, the coefficient of My in Ci3 is made into zero for each/G7J*(l).

Thus we may assume ci3 and c23 have these forms, and that «i=l. Now

operate with exp(2X(0, 0, 0, T)), T = En — £M, £13 —£76, £u — £g6; the first

two of these 7"s are fixed under <j> and fa and (£M—£g6)* = £i4 —£gg, (£14 —£«)*

= 2(£53—£72). The properties above are unchanged, and the coefficients of

M2, M3, M4 in C12 are replaced by 0.

Now apply exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £)), r=£i6 —£25, £17 —£35, £ig—£45; by check-

ing T* and T* from (19), we see that all our earlier properties of B are un-

changed, and one obtains Ci2 = Mi+afiM6, Ci3 = Z)<ecu) p\m,-, c23= X«ec(i> 7»«»-

We may thus assume that B has this form. Now apply exp(2X(M6, 0, 0, 0)),

leaving the above properties fixed, and altering the diagonal by the subtraction

of a nonzero multiple of Wi, ii X ̂  0. Since Mi( 1,2) G 3', we have diag {711,722,733}

= 8iWi + 82Wi, and suitable choice of X makes Si = 0. Thus we may assume

c = Mi(l, 2)73 = ô2îtf2 + (Mi+a6W6)(l, 2) + X¿ec(i)j3.M,(l, 3)+ Y^iecw 7.«.(2, 3).

From «i(l, 2)-Mi(l, 2)=0 we have c-c = 0; now c-c has in its (1, 2)-position

252(Mi+a6MB)+2ci3C23, and the coefficient of Mi in Cía is 0; thus 52 = 0. Then

the entry in the (1, 3)-position in c-c is 0 = 2ci2c23, or 0 = Mic23+a6M6c23 = y2Uj/2

+74M1 —73m6/2 —7bm8+ 22<ec(i)K,M,-, from which 72 = 7s = 74 = 7s = 0 and c23 = 0.

Likewise, from the fact that the element in the (2, 3)-position in c-c is zero

it follows that Ci3 = 0, and c=(Mi+a6M6)(l, 2), 0 = c-c = 4 diag{a6, a6, 0}, and

a6 = 0, Mi(l, 2)B = c — Ui(l, 2). We assume this in the sequel.

Next let Mi(l, 3)73 = e as above; from Mi(l, 2)-Mi(1, 3)=0, we have

0=(mi(1, 2)73)-c = Mi(1, 2)-c. It follows that «5 = 0 = 82, cn= ^¿sb(i) ßiUi,

Ci3= ¿2ieD(i)JiUi, where the notation is as above. Now we show that we

may assume /Si= 1. If ft, ß?, or ßs is nonzero, follow B by exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £)),

for £=£34 — £s7, £24—£s6, £27 —£36, respectively, with suitable X, to make

p\= 1, leaving «i(l, 2) fixed. Thus our result is achieved unless ft = ßi = ßs = 0.

If this is the case, and if ft 5^0, follow B by exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £74 — £«)) to make

ft 5^0, still leaving «i(l, 2) fixed; then proceed as above. Thus we may assume

either ft = l or Ci3 = 0. In the latter case, if 7,^0, 4V8, follow B by an

exp(2(My, 0, 0, 0)), jGT7(l), jVl. Then Mi(l, 2) is fixed, but the new C13 is
— /2ieD(i) yiUjUi^O for suitable j. Hence we may assume that either ft = 1

or that Ci3 = 0, c23 = 7gMg. If Si^O, apply exp(2(0, uu 0, 0)), leaving Mi(l, 2)
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fixed and making Ci39i0. Consequently we may assume either 0i=l or

c = ci2(l, 2) +y»us(2, 3), and a6 = 0 by earlier observations. If ai^O, iQD(l),

Í9¿1, follow B by suitable exp(2(0, 0, My, 0)), jQD(l), jV8, leaving Mi(l, 2)
fixed and making £137^0, so we may assume Ci2= 23í=i «<«<• If 78^0, apply

exp(2(w6, 0, 0, 0)), leaving «i(l, 2) fixed and making c^^O. Thus either 0i= 1

or c= 23Í-1 ctiUi(l, 2) may be assumed. In the second case, if ajj^O, Í9*l,

follow by exp(2(M,+4, 0, 0, 0)), leaving Mi(l, 2) fixed and making Si^O. Thus

we may assume 0i = l unless «i(l, 3)23 = aiMi(l, 2)=aiMi(l, 2)£; the latter is

impossible since B is an automorphism, and we may therefore assume

0i = 1, c = biwi + 23 «<«<(!, 2) + «i(l, 3) +      23     ßMl, 3)
>V6 iefl(i),iVi

+ £ yM2,3).
•SB(1)

Now we show that we may assume Mi(l, 3)B = Mi(l, 3). First operate with

exp(2Xj(M<) 0, 0, 0)), i = 2, 3, 4; these leave «i(l, 2) fixed, the coefficient 1 of

Mi in C13 is left fixed, and for jQD(l), J9il, and i = 2, 3, 4, MiWy = 0, —m8, or

2m8. Also m¿Mi is a nonzero scalar multiple of M7, m«, Mi, respectively. Hence

with suitable X< we make c23 into 78m8. Next operate with exp(2X(0, 0, m8, 0)) ;

Mi(l, 2) is fixed, the coefficient of Mi in C13 remains 1, and e23 retains its form.

The coefficient ai of Mi in Ci2 is replaced by ai —2X, so becomes zero for

X = 2_1ai. We may therefore assume that ai = 0. Now apply exp(2X(0, 0, 0, T))

for £=£74—£s3, £64—£s2, £c3—£72. Again Mi(l, 2) is fixed, as is the coeffi-

cient 1 of Mi in C13, the coefficient 0 of wi in C12, and, from the values of £*, C23

= 7sM8 is unchanged. The values of T* show that for suitable X we can make

06 = 07 = 08 = 0 and thus assume c = biWi + 23**1.6 <*««»(! 1 2) + «i(l, 3)

+78M8(2, 3). The entry in the (1, 2)-position of c-c is 478MiM4 = 4y8Mi. But

c-c = 0, since Mi(l, 3) -Ui(l, 3) =0; hence 78 = 0. Then the entry in the (1, 3)-

position of c-c is 2ôiMi, so Si = 0. The entry in the (2, 3)-position of c-c is now

2ci2Wi = a2M7—a3M6+4a4«i, so a2 = a3 = a4 = 0, and c= (a6M6+a7M7+a8M8)(l, 2)

+Mi(l, 3)=Mi(l, 3)B. Next we observe that Mi(l, 2)-m4(2, 3) = mi(1, 3), so

that Mi(l, 2)-m4(2, 3)£ = Mi(l, 3)B = c. However, the entry in the (l, 2)-

position of Mi(l, 2)-d for any dQJ is a scalar multiple of Mi. Hence a6=a7

= a8 = 0, and Mi(l, 3)£ = Mi(1, 3). Thus we may assume both Mi(l, 2) and

«i(l, 3) fixed under B.

Now if c = m4(2, 3)£ as above, we have wi(l, 2) •c = Mi(l, 3), from the last

paragraph, and Mi(l, 3)-c = 0 by Mi(l, 3)-m4(2, 3) = 0. It follows that a6 = 0

= 52 = 02 = 03 = 04 = 06 = 72 = 73=76=a2=a3 = a4 = a8= 5i —ô2 = 74— 1. Thus

c= 23«6D(i)a.«.(l, 2) + 23«6D(i)0tM<(l, 3) + 23teB(i),<^8 7."<(2, 3)+m4(2, 3).
Now apply exp(20i(Mi, 0, 0, 0)), leaving «i(l, 2) and Mi(l, 3) fixed, and replac-

ing 0i by 0. Thus we may assume 0i = O. Next apply exp(2a,(0, m,-, 0, 0)),

i = 6, 7, 8, leaving Mi(l, 2), «i(l, 3), c« unchanged, and replacing a,- by

0, i = 6, 7, 8. Thus we assume c = aiMi(l, 2) + 23«er>a),iyi0<«¿(l, 3)+m4(2, 3)
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+ £<6D(i),«>î8 7»Mf(2, 3). Next operate with exp(2X(0, 0, 0, T)), £=£M—£gi,

£g3 —£71, £62 —£ei; Mi(l, 2) and Cu are unchanged, and the values of 7"* show

that «i(l, 3) and Ci3 are unchanged. Those of T* show that suitable values of

X make all 7,-, 4=1, 6, 7, into 0. Thus we may assume c = aiMi(l, 2)

+ 2¿6B(i),»»«iftWi(l, 3)+m4(2, 3). From e-e = 0 we now have ci3m4 = 0 = Ci3M8

= 2ci3, so Cis = 0; also aiMiM4 = 0 = aiMi; hence «1 = 0, and c = M4(2, 3). Thus the

following may be assumed fixed under B: «i(l, 2), «i(l, 3), m4(2, 3).

As above, we now have Mi(l, 2)-Mi(2, 3)£ = 0 = mi(1, 3)-mi(2, 3)£ = m4(2, 3)

•Mi(2, 3)B. It follows that if Mi(2, 3)B = c as above, then

C = («6«6 + «7M7 + «8«g)(l, 2) + ftMi(l, 3) + (71M1 + y6M6 + 77M7)(2, 3).

From Mi(2, 3)B= — «i(l, 2)'M4(1, 3)T3, we have a6 = o:7=ag = 0. Moreover, not

all of 71, 7«, 77 can be zero, since Mi(2, 3)£ 7*-ßiUi(l, 3)B =ftMi(l, 3). Now con-

sider exp(2X(0, 0, 0, 7")), where T is chosen from among £42—£6g, £43—£7g,

£M-£g7,£24-£g6.Then r*=£and T* is among (En-E3i)/2, -(Eu-E»)/2,

2(£62—£«i), — 2(£6g—£71), respectively. Thus Mi(l, 2), Mi(l, 3), m4(2, 3) are

fixed, and by suitable choice of X we may use one of the first two types to

make either 75^0 or 775^0. Then suitable choice of X and one of the last two

types makes 71= 1. The first two types may then be used to make 76=77 = 0,

with 71 = 1. We may therefore assume Mi(2, 3)B=ftMi(l, 3)+Mi(2, 3). Finally,

an application of an appropriate exp(2X(M8, 0, 0, 0)) makes ft into 0 and

leaves all other properties of B fixed. We may therefore assume ui(j, k),

lûj<k^3, and m4(2, 3) fixed under B.

From Mi(l, 2)-m4(1, 3)£=-Mi(2, 3), mx(2, 3)-m4(1, 3)£ = 0 = Mí(2, 3)

•««(I, 3)T3=M4(2, 3)-m4(1, 3)£, it follows as above that m4(1, 3)B

= (a6M6+a7M7)(l, 2) + (/8iMi+m4)(1, 3) + (7iMi+76m«+77M7)(2, 3). Now operate

with exp(2X(0, 0, m,-, 0)), 4 = 6, 7. The ux(j, k) and m4(2, 3) are fixed and for

suitable values of X the coefficients a6, «7 are replaced by 0. Thus we may as-

sume «6 = 0:7 = 0. Next operate with exp(2X(0, 0, 0, T)), T=Eu-Es8; T*=T

and T*= — (En — E3o)/2, so thatall Ui(j, k) and Ui(2, 3) are fixed, and m4(1, 3)T3

is changed only by the replacement of ft by ft+X. With X = — ft, we make ft
into 0, and may assume m4(1, 3)£ = m4(1, 3)+(7^1+7^6+77^7)(2, 3). Since

this element must have square zero, 76=77 = 0; from m4(1, 3)£ = m4(1, 2)T3

•«4(2, 3), it follows that 71 = 0, and m4(1, 3) may also be assumed fixed
under B.

Next consider m4(1, 2)73. From Mi(l, 2)-m4(1, 2)73 = 0 = M4(1, 2)B-ui(2, 3)

= m4(1, 2)£-m4(1, 3),andfromM4(l, 2)£-Mi(l, 3) = Mi(2, 3), m4(1, 2)£-m4(2, 3)

= m4(1, 3), we see as before that m4(1, 2)£ = (M4+a6M6+a7M7)(l, 2)+ftMi(l, 3)

+ 7iMi(2, 3), and from m4(1, 2)£-m4(1, 2)75 = 0, that ft = 0. Now
exp(2X(0, Mi, 0, 0)) leaves fixed all Mi(j, k), as well as m4(1, 3) and m4(2, 3); in

Util, 2)B it replaces 71 by 71+X, so that X= —71 makes 71 into 0, and enables

us to assume m4(1, 2)£ = (m4+Q!6M6+q:7M7)(1, 2). Now apply exp(2X(0, 0, 0, T)),

T = Eis — Eio, £38 —£47; then all our fixed elements remain fixed, the form of
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m4(1, 2)23 is unchanged, and we can make a6 = a7 = 0 by suitable choices of X.

Thus we may assume all «1(7, k) and all u¿¿, k) fixed under B.

From Mi(l, 2)-m8(1, 2)=0 = w8(l, 2)-mx(1, 3)=m8(1, 2)-Wi(2, 3)-2m!(1, 3),

we have w8(l, 2)£ = (a6M6+a7M7+M8)(l, 2)+0iMi(1, 3) + (7iMi+76m6+7tM7)(2, 3).

Now apply exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £)), £=£34—£87, £24—£M; all Ui(j, k) and ut(j, k)

remain fixed, and suitable choices of X make ae and a-¡ into 0. Next, applying

exp(2X(0, 0, Mi, 0)) does not change any ui(j, k), m4(j, k), a6 or a7, and for

X=—0i/2 replaces 0i by 0. We may thus assume m8(1, 2)B=m8(1, 2)

+ (7iMi+76«6+77M7)(2, 3). The fact that w8(l, 2) has square zero now implies

7i = 0, and m4(2, 3) = m8(1, 2) ««4(1, 3) yields 7e=77 = 0. Hence we may assume

m8(1, 2)23 = w8(l, 2), giving another basis element fixed under B. From

m4(1, 2)-m8(1, 2) = 2(wi+2ic;2+220/3, we see that Wi+2w2+2I is fixed under

B, hence that Wi + 2w2 is fixed under B.

Now we find as above that m8(2, 3)£ = (a%us +atu-¡) (1,2) + (06m6+07M7) (1,3)

+ (7iMi+m8)(2, 3). Applyingexp(2X(«i, 0, 0, 0)), i = 6, 7, leaves Ui(j, k), m4(j, k)

and m8(1, 2) fixed and for suitable values of X gives 0«=07 = O. Thus we may

assume 06=07 = O. Applying exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £)) for £=£27—£36 leaves these

coefficients unchanged, as well as Ui(j, k), u¿j, k) and m8(1, 2), and for suitable

X makes 71 into 0. Thus we may assume m8(2, 3)B = (a6«6 +a7«7) (1, 2) +m8(2, 3).

From the fact that m8(2, 3) has square 0,tJ¡6 = a7 = 0, and m8(2, 3) may also be

assumed fixed. Then m4(2, 3) -m8(2, 3) is fixed, so 2wi+w2 is fixed as above. It

follows that Wi and w2 are both fixed. From m8(1, 2)-m8(2, 3) = 2m8(1, 3) it

follows that m8'(1, 3) is fixed. Thus wx, w2, and Ui(j, k), i=l, 4, 8, may be as-

sumed fixed under B.

Now as before we find that m6(1, 2)B = (aiUi+u6+aeUt+a7UT)(l, 2), and

from m6(1, 2)-m5(1, 2) = 0, that ai = 0. Now apply exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £)) for

£=£21 —£56, £31 —£57 to make a6 = a7 = 0, while leaving fixed all M,(j, k),

i = 1, 4, 8. Thus we may assume m6(1, 2) fixed under B. Since 2m6(1, 3)

= m6(1, 2)-m8(2, 3), —2m6(2, 3)=m6(1, 2)-m8(1, 3), all m6(j, k) are fixed, and

all of Wi, w2, Ui(j, k), i=l, 4, 5, 8 may be assumed fixed.

As before, we now have M2(l,2)23 = (a2M2+a3M3)(l,2). Now apply

exp(2X(0, 0, 0, £)) for £ = £„-£«, E3i-Ea to obtain first a39¿0, then

a2=l, then a3 = 0, as in similar situations previously. All elements formerly

fixed remain fixed, and m2(1, 2) is now fixed. Thus we may assume M2(l, 2)23

= m2(1, 2). From w2(l, 2)-m4(2, 3)=m2(1, 3), m2(1, 2)-m4(1, 3)=-m2(2, 3),

m2(1, 2)-mi(2, 3)= -m7(1, 3)/2, m2(1, 2)-ui(l, 3) = m7(2, 3)/2, m2(1, 3)-«i(2, 3)

= M7(1, 2)/2, we see that all u2(j, k), u-¡(j, k) are fixed, therefore that all

«»(j, k), Í9*3, 6, may be assumed fixed.

It now follows as above that m3(1, 2)£ = (a2M2+M3)(l, 2). Then we apply

exp( —2a2(0, 0, 0, £32—£»7)), without changing any of our fixed vectors, to

obtain a2 = 0, i.e., m3(1, 2)£ = m3(1, 2). As in the case of m2(1, 2) it follows that

all u3(j, k), ue(j, k) may be assumed fixed. Thus 23 has been reduced to the

identity, we have shown that A®A~1 = 21(3), and therefore G'=¿(8) = 21(8)

i=2I(3)- In summary, we have the
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Theorem 3. If 8 4S the Lie algebra of derivations of the split exceptional

Jordan algebra 3 over afield of characteristic different from 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13,

then every automorphism of 8 4S an invariant automorphism ; in fact, the auto-

morphism group 21(8) is generated by all expGX ad(X)), where X runs through

a set of root-vectors relative to a fixed standard Cartan subalgebra. The identifica-

tion of the simple group G' of Chevalley, formed over the field S from a complex

Lie algebra of type £4, with such a subgroup of 21(8) shows that G' = 4(8)

= 2I(8)=2i(3), the group of automorphisms of 3-

5. Norm-skew transformations of 3- Let 3 be the split exceptional Jordan

algebra over the field S of characteristic 7^2, 3. If a = diag{an, an, a33}

+ai2(l, 2)+di3(l, 3)+d23(2, 3) G 3, set Tr(d) = «11+0:22+«33. Then one readily

verifies that (a, b) =Tr(a-b) is a symmetric bilinear form on 3, and is asso-

ciative (invariant) in the sense that (d-c, b) = (a, c-b) for all a, b, cG3- The

form is nondegenerate; for if o = diag{fti, ft2, ft3}+6i2(l, 2)+&i3(l, 3)

+&23(2, 3), then

(d, b) = 2(aiu8ii + 0221822 + 033/333) + 4[(ai2> bu) + (au, bi3) + (a23, b2Z)].

Thus if (d, b) = 0 for all b, we must have «nfti +«22^22+«33^33 = 0 for all fti, ft2, ft3

GS> hence «n = «22 = a33 = 0; also (a,,, &,y)=0 for all o.yGE, hence all a,y = 0

by the nondegeneracy of the form on ®, and a = 0.

We have seen in §1 that Tr(aD) = 0 for all aE 3 and all derivations D of 3-

Thus

(29)       0 = Tr((d-è)7;) = Tr((d-Ô7>) + (aD-b)) = (a, bD) + (aD, b)

for all a, bE 3, and every derivation of 3 is skew with respect to (a, b). From the

associativity of (a, b), it follows that the trilinear form r(a, b, c) = (a-b, c) is

a symmetric function of its variables; for r(a, b, c) =r(b, a, c) by commutativ-

ity in 3, and r(a, b, c)=t(c, b, a) by associativity and the symmetry of (a, b).

The result follows. Following Freudenthal [4], we define a modified trilinear

form by

(a, b, c) = r(d, b, c) - Tr(a)(b, c) - Tx(b)(a, c) - Tr(c)(a, b)

+ 2Tx(a)Tr(b)Tr(c).

This form is evidently symmetric. If dG3 and if D is a derivation of 3, then

(a, a, aD) = r(a, a, aD) — Tr(a)((aD, a) + (a, aD)) — Tr(aD)(a, a)

+2 Tr(aD)Tt(a)2 = r(a, a, aD) by (29) and the fact that Tr(aD) = 0. Now

r(a, a, aD) =Tr(a-(a-aD)) =Tr(a-(a-a)D) —Tr(a-(aD-a)) =Tr((a-(a-a))D)

—Tr(aD-(a-a))—Tr (a-(aD-a)) =Tr((a-(a-a))D)—r(aD, a, a)—r(a, aD, a),

or by the symmetry of r, 3r(c, a, aD) =Tr((a-(a-a))D) = 0 by §1, and thus

(d, a, aD) = 0. Polarization yields

(31) (aD, b, c) + (a, bD, c) + (a, b, cD) = 0

for all d, 0, cG3 and all derivations D of 3.
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Conversely, if D is any linear transformation of 3 which is skew with

respect to both the bilinear and trilinear forms, then £ is a derivation of 3-

For, first of all, Tr(o£) = 0 for all o£3; this follows since (I, ID) = 0

= Tr(7■■ ID) = 2 Tr(ID) gives Tr(2£)=0, and then (a, I, ID) + (a, ID, I)
+ (aD, I, I) = 0yields0 = 2Tr(a-(I-ID))+Tr(aD-(I-I))-2 Tr(a)Tr(I-ID)
-Tr(aD)Tr(I-I)-2 Tr(ID)Tr(a-I)-2 Tr(I)Tr(a-ID)-2 Tr(I)Tr(I-aD)
+4Tr(o)Tr(2£)Tr(7)+2Tr(o£)Tr(7)2 = -2(o, 7£)+4Tr(o£) = -2(o, ID)
— 4 Tr(o£) + 8 Tr(o£) = - 2(o, ID) - 2 Tr(o£-2) + 8 Tr(o£)

= -2((o, ID) + (aD, 2))+8 Tr(o£) = 8 Tr(o£). Thus Tr(o£) = 0. Then for

a, 6, c arbitrary in  3, we have  ((a-b)D—a-bD—aD-b, c) = —(a-b, cD)

— (a-bD, c) — (aD-b, c) = —r(a, b, cD) —r(a, bD, c)—r(aD, b, c) = —(a, 6, cD)

+Tr(o)(6,   c£)+Tr(6)(o,   cD)-(a,   bD,   c)+Tr(a)(bD,   c)+Tr(c)(o,   62?)

— (aD, 6, c)+Tr(b)(aD, c)+Tr(c)(o£, 6), the remaining terms vanishing be-

cause Tr(o£)=Tr(6£)=Tr(c2?)=0. By (31), this is Tr(o)((6, cD) + (bD, c))

+Tr(6)((o, cD) + (aD, c))+Tr(c)((o, bD) + (aD, 6)); by the skewness of D

with respect to (x, y), this quantity vanishes. From the nondegeneracy of

(x, y), it follows that (a-b)D— a-bD— aD-b — 0, thus that £ is a derivation

of 3-
Next let d£3, Tr(d) =0, and consider (a, a, a-d). A lengthy but straight-

ward computation in Ë shows this to be zero. Then for all o, 6 ,cQ 3, (a-d, b, c)

+ (o, 6-dVc) + (o, 6, c-d)=0, and the right multiplication R¿ satisfies (31).

In place of (29), we have

(32) (aRd, 6) = (a-d, 6) = (a, d-b) = (a, b-d) = (a, bRd),

or Rd is symmetric with respect to the bilinear form.

Now let 8 be the space of linear transformations of 3 satisfying (31).

Then 8 is a Lie algebra, and if the characteristic of § is a prime p(>3), then

£p£8 for all ££8 [lO], and so 8 is a restricted Lie algebra under pth iterates

in this case.

If £ and 5 are symmetric linear transformations of 3 with respect to

(x, y), then [RS] is skew. In particular if a, 6£3', then [£<,£¡,] is skew with

respect to both the bilinear and trilinear forms, hence is a derivation of 3

by the above. Moreover, if o£3 and if £ is a derivation of 3, we have

o££3', and [RaD]=RaD. Since (x, y) is nondegenerate on 3, the only trans-

formation which is both skew and symmetric with respect to this form is 0.

If 3) denotes the derivation algebra of 3, we thus have jDP\9Î3 = (0), where

the meaning of 9îg is clear. Therefore 9Î3'+S = 9Î3'©®, and is a Lie-sub-

algebra of 8 by the remarks above. We prove that 8 = 9Î3' © 2) (observation

of some of our later remarks will show that 8 is generated by 9Î3')- 8 will be

called the Lie algebra of norm-skew transformations of 3-

If ££8, then (I, I, IT) = 0 = Tr((I-I)-IT) - 2 Tr(I)Tr(I■ IT)
-Tr(2£)Tr(/-7)+2Tr(2£)Tr(/)2 = 4Tr(7£). Thus 2££3'. Now consider

D = T-Rit/2Q2. We show £££). If o£3, we have (aD, a, I) + (a, aD, I)
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+ (a,a, ID) = 0, or 2(a,aD, I) + (a, a, IT)-(a, a, I-IT)/2 = 0 = 2(a, aD, 7),

or (a, aD, 7) = 0. But (a, aD, I)=-(a, aD)+2 Tr(aD)Tr(a). Thus (a, aD)

= 2 Tr(aD)Tr(a). From 77) = 0, we have further that 0 = (aD, I, 7) + (a, ID, I)

+ (a, I, ID) = (aD, 7, 7) =4 Tr(o7»), so that Tr(dT?) =0, and (a, aD) = 0 by
the above. Thus D is skew with respect to (x, y), so is a derivation of 3- We

thus have

(33) T= 7>+Tca/2)rG£>© SR3»,

and 8 = S)©3Î3', as asserted. It follows that 8 has dimension 78 (since

7G3, Ra = Rb implies a = b). We now show that 8 is the simple Lie algebra

of classical type Eo over S-

In notations already established in §1, the linear span of the derivations

(0, 0, 0, 77,), 1 ̂ 4^4, is a Cartan subalgebra of 3). In 8, let £ be the subspace

spanned by these four derivations and by the multiplications hi = Rv>1,

ho = RWJ. We show that ÍQ is an abelian Cartan subalgebra relative to which

(i)-(v) of [8] are satisfied, and we shall display a fundamental system of roots

relative to ¿p which is of type £6. The simplicity of 8 will then follow im-

mediately.

From §1, we see that each Wj,j=l, 2, is annihilated by each of the deriva-

tions hi = 2(0, 0, 0, 77,-), lg4^4, hence that [AyA,] = 0, 7 = 5, 6, l£ï&é, by
[R„D] = RaD- Now we know that [h¿ht] is a derivation D = (bi2, bi3, ¿>23, 7"),

where wiD = bu(l, 2)+bu(l, 3)/2-b23(2, 3)/2, c(l, 2)7? = diag{7n, 722, 733}

+ (cT)(l, 2)/2+Ci3(l, 3)+c23(2, 3), for some ya, c¡k. One readily calculates

that wi[hbh6] = 0 = c(l, 2)[hh], so that ¿>i2 = 613 = &23 = 0 and T=0; i.e., 7J» = 0,

and ^ is a 6-dimensional commutative subalgebra. We also note:

c(l, 2)h6 = 0; c(l, 2)he = c(l, 2); wiks = diag{2, 2, 0} ;

(34) w2hi = diag{0, —2, 0} = Wih<¡; w2ho = diag{0, 2, 2} ;

c(l, 3)*i = e(l,3) = - c(l,3)*,; c(2,3)hb = - c(2,3); c(2,3)*, = 0.

Moreover, if D is of the form (0, 0, 0, 7"), we have [ä,7)] = 0, 4 = 5, 6. Then,

as T runs through the 24 transformations of S: £,y —£y+4,,-+4, if6]', £»+4,y

—£y+4,», 4</;£,-,y+4—£y,i+4, 4<7; 1 ̂ 4", 7^4, as in §1, we have linear functions

7i, • • • , 712 on ^ with 7,(^5) =0=7,(Ä6), 1^4^12, and where 7,(Ay) has

one of the forms Smy —5„y, — 5my — S„y for fixed m, n, l^m<n^4, and all

j, 1 £j£4, such that [(0, 0, 0, T), h] = ±y(h)(0, 0, 0, T) for all Tabove, where

7 runs through 71, • • • , 712, and where each (0, 0, 0, T) corresponds to a

different function from ±71, • • • , ±712.

For oE6,we let a(l) = T?0(i,2), a(2) = £a(i,3), d(3) = £a(2,3)G8. Then we have

h(l) ± 2(«f, 0, 0, 0), ht] = «,(1) + 2(«,-, 0, 0, 0),

(35) [m1+4(1) ± 2(M,+4, 0, 0, 0), hi] = - (mí+4(D ± 2(«^4,0, 0, 0)),

[«,(!) ± l(Ui, 0, 0, 0), hj] = 0 = [m,+4(1) ± 2(«i+4,0,0,0), Ay],
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1 ̂  i, j ^ 4, i 9*j. These follow readily from § 1 and [£0£ ] = £„d.

We also have in general [6(1)+2(6, 0, 0, 0), A6]= [£*<i,2)Äb]+"22?wi(6,o,o,o).

Now wi[6(l), Ä6]=-diag{2, 2, 0}6(1) = -46(1, 2) = -2wi(2(6, 0, 0, 0)),

while for cQC, (c(l, 2) [6(1), A6])i2 = 0 is readily checked. Thus the derivation

[6(1), h6] is -4(6, 0, 0, 0). Also, wy(b, 0, 0, 0) = 6(1, 2), so £„1(6,0,0.0) = 6(1),

yielding, together with analogous computations for ht,

[6(1) ± 2(6, 0, 0, 0), h6] = + 2(6(1) + 2(6, 0, 0, 0)),

[6(1) ± 2(6, 0, 0, 0), h] = + (6(1) + 2(b, 0, 0, 0)).

Thus as 6 runs through the basis «i, • • • , M8 of S, we have 16 distinct linear

functions y on H with [6(1) + 2(6, 0, 0, 0), h] =y(h)(b(l) ± 2(6, 0, 0, 0)) for all
hQÍQ. These consist of eight functions 713, • • • , 7m and their negatives, with

7y(Ä6) = - 2, yj(h) = 1, 13 g j g 16, and with y ¡(h) = 2, 7y(Äe) = -1, 17 új ú 20.
For 13gjál6, we have y¡(ht) = 5y_12>í, l^*á4, and for 17g;^20, 7,(Ä,)

= 8y_i6,<, lé¿á4. For lgí'á4, m<(1)+2(m¿, 0, 0, 0) belongs to 7<+i2, m,+4(1)

-2(m¿+4, 0,0,0) to -7<+i2, «<(!) -2(mí, 0, 0,0) toy«*», mí+4(1)+2(mj+4, 0,0,0)

to -7.+16-

Similarly, we have eight linear functions 721, • • • , 728 on §, with 7y(Ä,)

= -l/2+öy_2o.i, 21^24, lúiúl, 7y(W = -l=7y(Ä«), 21gj^24, and
with 7y(Ä6) = 1 = 7y(Äe), 25 èj è 28, y ¿(hi) = -1/2+ôy_24,f, 25 £j ú 28, 1 ̂  i ^ 4.

For l^igti, Ui(2)+2(0, uit 0, 0) belongs to 7,+2o, m,+4(2)-2(0, m,+4, 0, 0) to

-7.+20, m,(2)-2(0, m, 0, 0) to 7,+24, mí+4(2)+2(0, m,+4, 0, 0) to ~7.+24-

Finally, there are eight linear functions 729, •• -, 736 on §, with 7,-(Äs) = l,

7,(Ä6)=-2, 29^jû32, 7y(Äd = -l/2+8y_28,<+84.i, 29^31, l^g4,
732(Â<)=-l/2, lg¿^4, and with ?,(*,) =-1, 7y(^) = 2, 33rgj^36, 7,(Ä<)

=7y_4(A<), 33^/g36, lgt^4. For 1^¿^4, m,(3)+2(0, 0, m,-, 0) belongs to
7.+2S, mí+4(3)-2(0, 0, Mi+4, 0) to ~7<+28, u{(3)-2(0, 0, m,-, 0) to 7 ,+32, m<+í(3)

+2(0, 0, M.+4, 0) to —7¿+32- (These formulas are derived from (14), (34), and

the formulas (2) for Hf and 72?, 1 gi^4.)

It follows as in §1 that § is an abelian Cartan subalgebra of 8 relative to

which 8 is the direct sum of § and the 72 one-dimensional root-spaces 8«,

where a runs through +71, • • • , +736- Since the roots a span §*, one sees

as before that the center of 8 is zero. To see that [88 ] = 8 it will be enough

to show that ^C [88]. This will follow when we show that each [S-aSaí^O,

hence is one-dimensional, for here the proof will show that [88] contains all

hi, l^i^6.
Now [m»(1), m,+4(1)], l^î'^4, is a derivation sending wi into 0 by (34),

and o(l, 2) into 4(o, u/)ui+i(l, 2)—4(o, w,+4)w,(1, 2). Thus [m,(1), m,+4(1)]

= (0, 0, 0, £), where o£=8(o, Mj)mj+4 —8(0, m,+4)w¿. But this means that

£=—827,, since w,-£=0= — &UjHi, J9£i, i+i, m,£=—8(m,-, m,+4)m,= — 8m<

= —8uiHi, and mí+4£=8(m,+4, m,)m,+4 = 8m,+4= — 8m1+42Íí, l^i^4. We also

have  [m¿(1), (m,+4, 0, 0, 0)] = £„i(i,2)(„,+4,o,o,o) = (diag{ -2, 2, 0})/2=-Ä6,
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[m,h(1), (m,-, 0, 0, 0)] = -A», and [(m,, 0, 0, 0), (m,+4, 0, 0, 0)] = (0, 0, 0, U),
where aU=2(a, ui+i)ui — 2(a, M,)M,+4 = 2aT7,-, or 77=277,-. Thus

(37)    [m,(1) ± 2(uí, 0, 0, 0), mî+4(1) + 2(mí+4, 0, 0, 0)] = ± 4A6 - 8A,-,

1 ̂ 4^4. By our results of §1 on 3), namely that A,-G [3)3)], 1 ̂ 4^4, it follows

that A6G[88], and with the results of that section and (37), that [8_a8<,] is

one-dimensional if « is among ±71, • • • , ±72o- Similarly, we' have

[m,(2)±2(0, Ui, 0, 0), m,+4(2)+2(0, m,+4, 0, 0) ] =7), +2£Ui(i,3)(0,Mi+<,o,o)

+ 2£uj+<(3)(o,uj,o,o), where 7>,G3) and 1^4^4; also

[uí(3) ± 2(0, 0, Ui, 0), ui+i(3) + 2(0, 0, m,+4, 0)]

= £,• + 2T?Ui(2,3)(o,o,ui+4,o) + 2£u,+1(2,3)(o,o,M<,o),     1 á « I 4, where £,- G 35.

From (9), we find that

Ui(l, 3)(0, m,+4, 0, 0) = m,+4(1, 3)(0, Ui, 0,0) = - (wi + w2), «,(2,3)(0,0, Ui+t, 0)

= m,+4(2,3)(0,0,m<)0) = -Wi,

hence that

k(2) + 2(0, Ui, 0, 0), m,+4(2) + 2(0, M.+4, 0, 0)] = Dt ± 4(A6 + A6) * 0,

1 ú i á 4,

[m,(3) ± 2(0, 0, ut, 0), m,+4(3) + 2(0, 0, «i+4, 0)] = £,• ± 4A6 ̂  0.

This completes the proof that every [8_a8a] is one-dimensional; we also see

that A6G [88], hence that §Ç [88] and [88] = 8. If the characteristic p of S
is not 5, and if «, ß are roots relative to the Cartan subalgebra § with ft^O,

then not all a+mß (m an integer) are roots, by the fact that there are only

five possible distinct values for each 7(A,), where 7 runs through all roots

(readily seen from the list of roots above). If p = 5, the same conclusion can be

reached by checking cases. Thus 8 and ^ satisfy the conditions (i)-(v) of [8]

for a Lie algebra of classical type.

We now show that 8 is simple of type £6. Namely, let ai= —717, the root

to which m6(1) + 2(m6, 0, 0, 0) belongs; let a2 be the root to which

(0, 0, 0, £2i —£66) belongs, a3 the root to which (0, 0, 0, £32 — £67) belongs,

a4 the root to which (0, 0, 0, E-n — E&) belongs, «5=732, the root to which

m4(3)+2(0, 0, m4, 0) belongs, ae the root to which (0, 0, 0, £« — £73) belongs.

These form a basis for §*, and no «,—ay is a root for 4V7". They are a system

of roots with diagram Et:

o-
«i

Since the diagram is connected, 8 is simple [8, Theorem 8]; since the system

is of type £e, it is fundamental in the sense of §10 of [8] (see Case 4 of the

o
06

-o-o-o-o
a2 a3 a4 ag
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proof of Theorem 7 there), and 8 is the (normal) simple Lie algebra of type

£ô over % in the classification of [8]. With Theorem 9 of that paper, we have

the

Theorem 4. If the base field g is of characteristic different from 2 and 3, the

Lie algebra 8 of norm-skew transformations of the split exceptional Jordan alge-

bra 3 °ver ^ is a normal simple Lie algebra of classical type E6. Thus any

simple Lie algebra of classical type £e over % is isomorphic to 8.

6. The enveloping algebra of the norm-skew algebra. To apply the device

of Lemma 1 of [lO] to conclude the feasibility of working with exponentials

for all but a few low characteristics, we next prove the following analogue of

the Lemma 1 of §2:

Lemma 2. 84 = S(3), the algebra of all linear transformations of 3-

Proof. We take for 3 the basis 7, wu w2, Ui(j, k), 1 á¿^8, 1 ̂ j<kè3, and

proceed to show that 84 contains all the matrix-unit transformations relative

to this basis. As in §2, 8J'C8>'+1 for all ¿£1, since 8=[88]Ç82. With
A = (0, 0, 0, £) a root-vector belonging to one of +71, • • • , +712, and with

B also of this form, we see that 82 contains AB, and among the products

AB are the matrix units £(«<0, ^), ui+i(j, k)) and E(ui+i(j, k), Ui(j, k)),

lûiûi, l^j<k^3. For (0, 0, 0, £)(0, 0, 0, U) sends diag{oi, a», as}

+ oi2(l, 2)+ou(l, 3) +o23(2, 3) into (o12£i/)(l, 2) + (auT*U*)(l, 3)

+ (o23£*Z7*)(2, 3). The result now follows by an easy computation. Still

letting A = (0, 0, 0, T) as before, and letting B run through the remaining 48

root-vectors, we find among the products AB scalar multiples of the following

matrix units: £(w¿(l, 2), m,(1, 3)), jQC(i), l^iÉ- 8; £(m<(1, 2), m,(2,3)),
jQC(i), i*\, 8; £(Mi(l, 2), My(2, 3)),jQD(i), *=4, 8; £(m,(1, 3), m,(1, 2)),
jQC(i), lá*£8; E(uí(1, 3), m,(2, 3)),jQC'(i), Í9*i, 8; £(mí(1, 3), m,(2, 3)),
jQD'(i), i = i, 8; £(m,(2, 3), m,(1, 2)),jQC'(i), lûi^\ E(m(2, 3), m,(1, 3)),
jQC'(i), Í9*1, 8; £(m,(2, 3), m,(1, 3)),jQD'(i), t = 4, 8.

Following these matrix-unit transformations by elements of the form

A — (0, 0, 0, £), we see that 83 contains all £(m,-(j, k), Ui>(j', k')), except pos-

sibly for the matrix units E(u¿j, k), Ui(j, k)). Now for l^i'^4, we have

£(m<(1, 2), mí+4(1, 2))£82, and £(m,(1, 2), m,+4(1, 2))(m<(1)+2(mí, 0, 0, 0)) is

a nonzero scalar multiple of —£(mj(1, 2), Wi)+£(m,(1, 2), w2)+£(w¿(l, 2), 2);

hence the latter is in 83, as is £(m¿(1, 2), m<+4(1, 2))(mj(1) —2(m,-, 0, 0, 0)), a

nonzero scalar multiple of 2£(mj(1, 2), Wi)+E(uí(1, 2), w2)+£(m,(1, 2), 7). It

follows that £(m,(1, 2), Wi)£83, £(m,(1, 2), w2)+E(uí(1, 2), 7)£83, l^i^4.

A symmetric argument shows that this result holds for list is 8, and one

likewise proves that with jQC(i), 1^7^4,

£(«.(1, 2), My(l, 3))(My+4(2) + 2(0, My+4, 0, 0)) £ 83,

yields £(m,(1, 2), w1)-|-2£(m<(1, 2), w2)-E(Ui(l, 2), 7)£83. With the above,
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we have £(m,(1, 2), w2) and £(m,(1, 2), T)G83, 1^4^ 8. Similarly, all

E(ui(j, k), Wi), E(ui(j, k), Wi), E(ui(j, k), I) are in 83. Using products of the

form (m,(1) ± 2(m,', 0, 0, 0))£(m,(1, 2), Ui>(j, k)), where the second factor is one

of our matrix units in 82, and similar products

(«,(2) ± 2(0, Ui, 0, 0))£(m,(1, 3), ut,(j, k)),

(uí(3) ± 2(0, 0, Ui, 0))£(m,(2, 3), uv(j, k)),

we find that 83 contains all the matrix units E(wi, M,(j, k)), E(w2, Ui(j, k)),

E(I, Ui(j, k)). From the fact that E(ui(j, k),ui+i(j, k)) and E(ui+i(j, k), «,•(/, k))

are in 82 for 1^4 ^4, we see that 84 contains £(m,(j, k), Ui(j, k)), 1^4^8,

lûj<kû3.
Now it has been shown that for w = wi, w2, I, we have E(w, Ui(j, A))G83.

Thus£(w,Mi(l,2))(M6(l)±2(M6,0,0,0))and£(w,Mi(l,3))(M6(2) + 2(0,M8,0,0))

are in 84; it follows that 84 contains —E(w, Wi)+E (w,w2)+E(w, I),

— 2E(w, Wi)—E(w, w2)—E(w, I), —E(w, Wi) —2E(w, w2)+E(w, I), and there-

fore that all three of E(w, wi), E(w, w2), E(w, I) are in 84. Thus all matrix

units are in 84, and 84 = S(3), as asserted.

It follows that the only linear transformations of 3 which commute with

all elements of 8 are the scalars. For each of the 72 root-vectors EaEi as

above we have £„ = 0, hence exp(X£a) = 7+X£a. More generally, if Ea is a

root-vector relative to any standard Cartan subalgebra of 8, we have

(ad(£«))3 = 0, and Ea is nilpotent. From this and the fact that 84 = @(3) it

follows by Lemma 1 of [lO] that £„ = 0. Since we wish to use the result (7) of

[10 ] for trilinear forms, we are led to assume that the characteristic of S is

different from 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23. In the sequel we assume this re-

striction on the characteristic.

7. Automorphisms of the norm-skew algebra. From §1 of [10], it now

follows that the group of invariant automorphisms 4(8) of 8 is a (normal)

subgroup of the group of all mappings X—>A~1XA, where A is a nonsingular

linear transformation of 3 such that (xA, y A, zA) = (x, y, z) for all x, y, zG3-

In fact, if A is any linear transformation of 3 such that (xA ,yA,zA) = (x, y, z)

for all x, y, zG3, then A is nonsingular; for if xA =0, then 0= (xA, I A, I A)

= (x, I, 7)=4Tr(x), or xG3'- H yG3', then 0=(xA, yA, IA) = (x, y, I)
= —Tr(x-y) = — (x, y). Thus xG3' and (x, y) = 0 for all yG3'- But we have

seen that (a, b) is nondegenerate on 3, and therefore also on the orthogonal

complement 3' of the nonisotropic subspace S7. Hence x = 0, and A is non-

singular.

Moreover, by §6, if X = A~lXA for all XG8, then A =X7, XGS, and if
for this A, (xA, yA, z^4) = (x, y, z) for all x, y, zG3, then X'=1GS- Since

the group ® of all linear transformations A of 3 such that (x.4, y.4, z.4)

= (x, y, z) for all x, y, z contains the exp(£„) = 7+£„, where Ea runs through

the root-vectors relative to § in 8, and since every transformation of 3
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which commutes with all these commutes with all Ea, hence with all of @(3)

by §6 and the fact that these Ea generate 8, we see that the center ,3 of ®

consists of the mappings X7, X£g, X3= 1. Thus the group of invariant auto-

morphisms of 8 may be regarded as a (normal) subgroup of the group ®/&.

If £ is a linear transformation of 3, we denote by £* its adjoint with re-

spect to the trace form (x, y)=Tr(x-y): (x£, y) = (x, y£*) for all x, y £3-

Then D*=-D for all £££) by (29) and R* = Ra for all o£3 by the asso-
ciativity of the form. Since 8 = 35© $3', the mapping £—>— £* maps 8 onto

itself, is the identity on 3), and is the negative of the identity on 9Î3». More-

over it is evidently an automorphism of 8. Next we show that this automor-

phism is not of the form X—*A~lXA, where A is nonsingular in @(3)- For

then we should have DA=AD for all ££2), RaA = -ARa for all o£3'.
Therefore if o£3', 2aA = (I-a)A = (IRa)A = - (IA)Ra= - (IA) -a= -aRTA.
Thus aA = —aRiji/2 whenever o£3'- It is also clear that 74 =7£ja/2. If we

set 6 = 74/2, we have (XI+a)A =\IRb-aRb, where X£ft, o£3'. If ££3),
then [AD] = 0, so that 0 = (X7+o) [AD]=\l[AD]+a[AD\. With o = 0, we
see from 70 = 0 that X74£ = 0 = 2X6£ for all X£g, hence that 67J> = 0 for all
££2). If 6=07+6', 0£g, 6'£3', then 6'£ = 0 for all £££). But we have
seen in §2 that 354 = @(3'), so that 6' = 0, 6=07, (\I+a)A =20X7-20o.
Next, taking X = 0, a = WiQ$', we have (wi-Wi)A =WiRWlA = — wiARWl

= 2ßwiRWl = 2ß(wi-Wi). However, wi-Wi = 2(2I+Wi+2w2)/3, so that (wi-Wi)A

= 4:ß(2I—Wi — 2wi)/39£2ß(wi-Wi) unless 0=0. This implies .4=0, contrary

to the assumption that A is nonsingular. Hence the automorphism X—> — X*

is not of the form X—*A~lXA.

In case % is algebraically closed, we have seen in [9] that the index of

the group 0(8) in the full automorphism group 21(8) is either 1 or 2. Since

the automorphism X—?—X* is not in 0(8) by the above, this index is 2.

Since X—»—X* isnot in the group of automorphisms X-^>A~lXA, .4£®,

and since this group contains 0(8), we see that it must coincide with 0(8).

Thus every automorphism of 8 is either of the form X—*A~lXA, where

AQ®, or of the form X-*-A~1X*A, where AQ®. The group 0(8) is

isomorphic to ®/3, and consists of all automorphisms of 8 of the former of

these types.

If % is not algebraically closed, let £ be its algebraic closure, and consider

8«, which as in previous cases is the Lie algebra of type Es formed from the

split exceptional Jordan algebra 3« by the above process. Every automor-

phism a of 8 extends to a unique automorphism of 8«, which is either of the

form X—*A_1XA or of the form X—►—A~lX*A, where A preserves the norm

form in 3« and where X* is the adjoint of X with respect to the trace form

in 3a- Since the trace and norm forms in 3ä extend those in 3, we see that

every automorphism o of 8 is either of the form X—*A_1XA or of the form

X-+—A~lX*A,-whereA is a linear transformation of 3«suchthat (xA,yA,zA)

= (x, y, z) for all x, y, zQ 3- As in §3, it follows that either X° = B~lXB for all
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XEL or X'= —B~lX*B, where B is a nonsingular linear transformation ot

3- As before, we have BstA~1=\I, XG$, Bg=\A, so that for x, y, zG3,

(x£, yB, zB) = (xT3jt, yT3j», zBg) =X3(x.4, y.4, z.4) =X3(x, y, z). Since B is non-

singular, some (xB, yB, zB)?*0, and X3GS- Thus there is a nonzero ftGS

such that (xB, yB, zB)=ß(x, y, z) for all x, y, zG3- If we let 93 be the group

of all linear transformations of 3 with this property, we see that every auto-

morphism of 8 is either of the form X—>B~*XB, 73G93, or of the form

X—>—B~1X*B, £G93 (but not both, by the second previous paragraph).

The center of 93 commutes with all elements of ®, hence consists of all non-

zero scalars X7, XGSi and the automorphism group 21(8) is the semi-direct

product of 93/S*7 by the cyclic group of order 2 generated by X—*—X*. To

summarize :

Theorem 5. If the characteristic of S is zero or a prime greater than 23, and

if 8 4S the Lie algebra of all norm-skew transformations of the split exceptional

Jordan algebra 3 over %, then every automorphism of 8 4S of one and only one

of the forms X—^B~1XB, X—> — B~1X*B, where X* is the adjoint of X with

respect to the bilinear form (x, y)=Tr(x-y) in 3, and where BE93, the group

of all linear transformations of 3 su°h that for some ft^O 477 S, (xB, yB, zB)

= ß(x, y, z) for all x, y, zE 3- If S is algebraically closed, B may be taken from

the subgroup ® of 93 consisting of those BE93 for which ß = l, and the trans-

formations X-^B~lXB, BE®, constitute the group of invariant automorphisms

of 8. The automorphism group of 8 is thus the semi-direct product of the group

93/S*7 and a cyclic group of order 2; if % is algebraically closed, we can replace

93/S*7 by the isomorphic group ®/S, where 3= {X7|X3 = l}.

8. Generation of the group ® of norm-preserving transformations. Finally

we show that 4(8)=®/3 in all cases by showing that ®/3 is the subgroup

G' of 4(8) studied by Chevalley [2], that is, the subgroup generated by all

exp (ad (£«)), where Ea runs through all root-vectors belonging to nonzero

roots in one standard Cartan decomposition of 8. The simplicity of ®/3

(and of 4(8)) will then follow by Chevalley's results. (In unpublished work,

Jacobson has proved the simplicity of ®/3 by more direct methods.) The

construction of Chevalley starts with a simple complex Lie algebra of type

£6 and obtains a standard Cartan decomposition of type E$ of a Lie algebra

of classical type over the field S- Then this algebra is isomorphic to our

algebra 8, and under the isomorphism the generators of the group G' acting

in Chevalley's algebra correspond to mappings exp(ad(£a)) in 8, where Ea

runs through the root-vectors relative to a standard Cartan subalgebra £>o

of 8, a fundamental system of roots of 8 relative to §0 being of type E*. It

follows by Theorem 9 of [8] that there is an automorphism cr of 8 mapping

the Cartan subalgebra ¡Q used in our decomposition of §5 onto the new sub-

algebra §0. Since § is mapped into ¿p by
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X-> - X* (-h* - hi, 1 á * á 4; -*/ = - Ay, i = 5, 6),

we may assume that <r is of the form X-^A~lXA, A £33. The system of root-

vectors {E'a} relative to ^>o thus consists of all scalar multiples of the elements

.4_1£«.4, where £a runs through the 72 root-vectors relative to ¡Q as listed

in §5. Now exp(ad(^4_1£a^l)) sends XQ% into

A-1(exp(Ea))~1A XA~l(exp(Ea)) A,

i.e., conjugates X by an element of A~rGA, where G is the subgroup of ®

generated by all exp(X£a), r\Q$, Ea a root-vector relative to £. We show

G = ®; then, since ® is an invariant subgroup of 33, it will follow that .4-1G.4

= ®, thus that G'^®/3^0(8).
We have seen that G contains the exp(X(0, 0, 0, £)), where (0, 0, 0, £) £3)

belongs to each of the roots +71, •• -, +712 relative to §. Now we compute

the effect on the general element

a = diag{«i, «2, «3} + 012(1, 2) + ai3(l, 3) + a23(2, 3)

of 3 of the exponentials of the remaining root-vectors:

o exp(X(«,(l) + 2(m,-, 0, 0, 0))) = a + X[4(»,-, ai2) diag{0, 1, 0}

+ 2«im,(1, 2) + 2(«<o1,)(2,3)];

o exp(X(M,(l) - 2(ut, 0, 0, 0))) = o + X[4(m,-, an) diag{ 1, 0, 0}

+ 2«2Mi(l, 2) + 2(^023X1,3)];

a exp(\(ui(2) + 2(0, »„ 0, 0))) = a + X[4(m,-, a») diag{0, 0, l}

+ 2«im¿(1, 3) + 2(änUi)(2, 3)];

a exp(\(ui(2) - 2(0, «,-, 0, 0))) = a + X[4(«,-, ai3) diag{ 1, 0, 0}

+ 2(m,Ô23)(1, 2) + 2a3«,(l, 3)];

o exp (X(m¿(3) + 2(0, 0, «,-, 0))) = o + X[4(m¿, o23) diag{0, 0, l}

+ 2(oi2M,)(l, 3) + 2a2«,(2, 3)];

o exp(X(M¿(3) - 2(0, 0, m,-, 0))) = o + X[4(«¿, o23) diag {0, 1, 0}

+ 2(a13M,)(l, 2) + 2a3M,(2, 3)].

Note. If we denote by Ta(u), u£6, Í9*j, that 3 by 3 (S-matrix with 1 in

all diagonal positions and with u in the (i, j) -position and zero elsewhere,

then for o£3, the element (Tij(u)a)T¡i(ü) = Tn(u)(aTji(û)), defined by ordi-

nary matrix multiplication, is again in 3- The mappings o—»(£,y(«)o)£,<(m)

of 3, as m runs through all scalar multiples of basis elements «i, • • • , m» for

S, are just the mappings listed above. In their more general form, they have

been utilized by Jacobson in unpublished work on the norm-preserving

groups.
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By a simple calculation,

exp(X(w,(l) + 2(m,-, 0, 0, 0))) exp(-X(M,(l) - 2(m„ 0, 0, 0)))

= exp(4X(M,-, 0, 0, 0));

exp(X(M,(2) + 2(0, Ui, 0, 0))) exp(-X(«,(2) - 2(0, m,-, 0, 0)))

= exp(4X(0, Ui, 0, 0));

exp(X(M,(3) + 2(0, 0, Ui, 0))) exp(-X(Mi(3) - 2(0, 0, u{, 0)))

= exp(4X(0, 0, ut, 0)).

Since the transformations exp(p(u{, 0, 0, 0)), exp(p(0, m,-, 0, 0)),

exp(p(0, 0, pi, 0)), together with the exp(X(0, 0, 0, T)), where (0, 0, 0, T) is

a root-vector, generate the full group 21(3) by §4, we have 21(3) QG.

As has been observed by Jacobson in a more general setting [6], an ele-

ment £of the norm-preserving group ® is in 21(3) if and only if 77 = 7. Since

21(3)ÇGÇ® by the above, this may be verified for our special case by as-

suming TE®, IT=I, and by showing that it follows that £G2l(3)- From
(7, 7, a) = (IT, IT, aT) = (7, 7, aT) we find that Tr(aT) =Tr(a) for all aG3-
Together with (7, a, b) = (IT, aT, bT) = (I, aT, bT), this yields (aT, bT)
= (a, b) for all a, &G3, hence that r(aT, bT, cT) =r(a, b, c) for all a, b, eG3,

by the fact that r(d, b, c) = (a, b, c)+Tr(a)(b, c) +Tr(b)(a, c)+Tr(c)(a, b)

-2 Tr(a)Tr(b)Tr(c). Thus ((aT-bT), cT) =r(aT, bT, cT)=r(a, b, c) = (a-b, c)

= ((a-b)T, cT) for all a, b, cG3- Since cT runs through 3, we have (a-b)T

= aT-bT for all a, b, by the nondegeneracy of (x, y). Thus T is an automor-

phism.

It therefore follows that to show G = ®, it suffices to show that if TE®,

then a sequence of multiplications by elements of G can transform T into an

element U of ® with 777=7. Then i/G2I(3)ÇG, and so 7"GG. Now (7, 7, 7)
= 12GS, so that (7r, 77", 77") = 12. If 6 = 77", we wish to show there is a

FGG such that bV=I; we prove that this is the case for all 6 G 3 with

(b, b, b) = 12. Thus let 6 = diag{ft, ft, ft} +6i2(l, 2)+ô13(l, 3)+623(2, 3)G7,

(6,6, 5) = 12.
First we note that ft = 0, 612 = 613 = 0, is impossible, since these conditions

imply (6, 6, 6)=0. Now if 612 = 613 = 0, then ft¿¿0, and we may operate on 6

with exp(Mi(l)+2(Mi, 0, 0, 0)) to obtain an element c of norm 12 with Ci2j±0.

Thus we may assume that either 6i2^0 or 613^0. If bnj^O then for some

4, (612, Ui)^0, and we may operate on 6 with exp(X(M¿(l) —2(m,-, 0, 0, 0))),

where X is so chosen that ft+4X(6i2, m,) = 1, to make ft into 1. If 6135^0, a

similar procedure may be applied with an exp(X(M,(2) —2(0, m,-, 0, 0))). Thus

we may assume ft= 1. Now if 612= J^o«"«, bvt = X/Y«M«> we operate on 6 suc-

cessively with the generators exp(—«,(m,(1) + 2(mí, 0, 0, 0))/2), 1^4^8, so

that 612 is replaced by 0, and the condition ft = 1 is unaffected. Now the prop-

erties 612 = 0, ft=l are unchanged when we operate successively with the

generators exp(—7,(m<(2)+2(0, m,-, 0, 0))/2), 1 úiú%, and the result now has
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0i=l, 612 = 0 = 613. Thus we may assume 6 has this form: 6 = diag{l, 02, 03}

+623(2, 3).

Now if 02 = 0 and 623 = 0, then (6, 6, 6)=0, which is impossible. If b239£0,

we choose m,- so that (ut, 623)^0, then choose X so that 02+4X(m,-, 623) = 1.

Then operating on 6 withexp(X(M¿(3) —2(0, 0, m¿, 0))) leaves 0i= 1, 612 = 0 = 613,

and replaces 02 by 1. If 623 = 0 then 02 9* 0, and operating on 6 with

exp(wi(3) + 2(0, 0, Mi, 0)) leaves0i = l, 612 = 0 = 613, and replaces 623 by 2ß2ui9i0.

Then we can replace 02 by 1 as above, so may assume 6 = diag{l, 1, ß3\

+623(2, 3). If 623= 23^«'M» successive application of the

exp(-5,(M,(3) + 2(0, 0, uit 0))/2), 1 g i £ 8,

leaves unchanged 0i = l, 02 = 1, 612 = 0, 613 = 0, and replaces 623 by 0. We have

therefore transformed 6 by generators of G into diag {1, 1, 03}, and may as-

sume 6= diag {1, 1, 03}, (6, 6, 6) =12. But (6, 6, 6) =4(2+$)-6(2+03) (2+0^)
+ 2(2 +03)3 = 1203. Hence 03= 1, and 6 has been transformed into the identity

as required. We have thus completed the proof of the following result.

Theorem 6. If the base field % is not of characteristic 2 or 3, the transforma-

tions 7+X£a, where Ea runs through a set of root-vectors relative to the Cartan

subalgebra § of §5 of the Lie algebra 8 of norm-skew transformations of the split

exceptional Jordan algebra 3 generate the group ® of norm-preserving trans-

formations of 3- If the characteristic of % is not a prime between 2 and 23, this

result establishes that the group G' of Chevalley formed over % from a simple

complex Lie algebra of type Et may be identified with the group 0(8) of invariant

automorphisms of 8, and is also isomorphic to ®/&, where 3 is the center of ®;

the isomorphism is induced by the homamorphism A—*Ia.: X-+A~xXA of ®

onto 0(8).

Finally, we note that the mapping £—>0(£) of 33 into the group %* de-

fined by ß(B)(x, y, z) = (xB, yB, zB) for all x, y, z£3 is a homomorphism

with kernel ®. In fact, 33 is mapped onto $5*; for if x = diag {&, £2, £3} +Xi2(l, 2)

+xi3(l, 3) +x23(2, 3) £3, then (x, x, x) = 12((xi2x23, xi3) — £i(x23, x23) — £2(xi3, Xi3)

-&(xi2, Xi2)+£i£2£3), so that if O^0£g and Xi2= 23««««, *«"* 230<M<> x&
= 23t»m»> the transformation 5 of 3 defined as follows has (x£, x£, xB)

= 0(x, x, x) for all x£3:

x73 = diag{/S{i, it, £3} + yn(l, 2) + y13(l, 3) + y23(2, 3),

where

yn = ß   23   «<M« +    23   «»««,
•€C(4) l€B(4)

yis = 23 0<m>- + 0 23 0f«.-,
t"6C'(4) iCD'W

yn =    23   7<«< + 0~174M4 + 078«s.
MM
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By polarization (xß, yB, zB) =ß(x, y, z) for ail x, y, zG3, so that £G93 and

ß(B) =ft Thus we conclude 93/®=^*- If we denote by S*3 the group of third

powers of elements of S*> then following B—»/?(£) by the canonical homo-

morphism of S* onto SVS*3 gives a homomorphism of 93 onto SVS*3- The

kernel evidently contains the kernel S*7 of the homomorphism B—*IB of 93

onto the group 7a of automorphisms of 8 of the form X—^B~1XB, SG93.

Hence a homomorphism 7B—>/3(B)S*3 of 7« onto SVS*3 is induced. If ß(B)

= X3GS*3, then 7B = 7(x-iB), and X->£G®; thus the kernel of IB-+ß(B)%*3 is

contained in the.group 7© = 4(8) of invariant automorphisms. The reverse

inclusion is trivial, so we see that 7b/7© = 7«/4(8) is isomorphic to SVS*3-

Thus the full automorphism group has the normal series 2l(8)D7s¡04(8)

D(I), with 2l(8)/7s^Z2, 7»/4(8)=SVS*3, and 4(8)=W3, asimple group.
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